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                                                       FOREWORD  

For those who’ve come across the seas, there are boundless plains to share, with courage let us all 
unite to Advance Australia Fair 
Australian National Anthem 
 
Rarely do the words of an anthem ring as true as ours does to the work of the Friends of the Great 
South West Walk.  
It has been my very great pleasure to be associated with the Great South West Walk as its patron since 
2005. The honour is heightened by the fact that I follow in the footsteps of only two previous patrons, 
Bill Golding and Sam Bruton, the founders of the walk itself. This report honours and builds upon the 
legacy they have left the Friends Group and the wider community.  
 
The Great South West Walk is managed by an active ‘friends’ group under the guidance of Parks 
Victoria.  The Friends Group, which presently boasts a membership of 110, has the formidable task of 
maintaining and promoting the Walk and, with the support of Parks Victoria working to preserve 
Aboriginal heritage and the environment.  
 
In some ways, little has changed since the last Management Strategy in 1996. The foreward to that 
strategy by Peter Novotny, the then Chief Ranger for the Far South West, stated that ‘the Great South 
West Walk is one of Victoria's great recreational assets.’ This is still so. It is also the case that the 
Friends’ group remains reliant on its relationships with local businesses and the Glenelg Shire Council 
as well as Parks Victoria, the Department of Sustainability and Environment and the local Indigenous 
groups. 
 
But the popularity of and demands on the Walk have changed since the last management strategy. 
Chief among the new challenges is the desire for permanent accommodation to house the expanding 
and increasingly complex operation. In addition, the modernisation from manual to mechanized labour 
and the shift from hard to soft copy marketing will be critical to the growing popularity and 
accessibility of the Walk.  
 
The generosity of the Friends group has allowed three groups of the most recent people to ‘come 
across the seas’ to ‘share’ in our ‘boundless plains’. I have had the good fortune of undertaking parts 
of the Walk on two occasions with these groups of young Sudanese refugees. As we hiked along the 
tracks, we had many conversations about the social fabric on which the Walk is based. We talked of 
the Indigenous communities who were friends of the walk for millennia before the first Europeans to 
‘come across the seas’. We discussed the settlers who built up the Portland area into the bustling 
regional hub of today. And we marveled at the work of the current custodians of the Walk itself, the 
Friends Group and the time they donate to maintain the Walk. 
 
There is a comfortable symmetry in my writing of this foreword. The Walk began as I was learning to 
walk myself. Like the Walk itself, I am 26 years old.  
 
This management strategy and the continuing work of the Friends’ Group aims to ensure that the Great 
South West Walk is available to those who are only now learning to walk as well as those who are yet 
to come ‘across the seas’ to share in our ‘boundless plains’. And so it is that this strategy looks 
forward ‘with courage’ to the next 26 years and beyond.                       
 

Matthew Albert                                                Rob Bartlett 

Patron of The Great South West Walk.             President of  The Friends of the Great South West Walk 
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   SUMMARY  

TheGreat South West Walk is a major (252 kilometre) walking track system in far south west Victoria. 
This management strategy addresses its future development and management and builds on the first 
management strategy developed in 1997. 
 
Work on the Walk commenced in 1981 and was essentially completed by 1985.  Continuous growth 
and improvement has occurred since to capture better views and track conditions, and to develop and 
promote shorter walks. 
 
The Walk links Portland and Nelson, traversing freehold farmland, forests and national parks.  It 
passes through a variety of environments and some magnificent scenery.  It includes some 90 
kilometres of coastline west from Portland to the Glenelg River, entering South Australia for some 
distance.  It traverses areas with important environmental values: in particular, the occurrence of rare 
and threatened plant species throughout the area, and the importance of aboriginal middens along the 
whole coast must be taken into account in all management and maintenance operations. 
 
A vision and principal management goals have been confirmed, addressing a range of high quality 
walker products, environmental protection, informationnand signage, access, promotion and 
commercial co-development. 
 

Major directions and initiatives 
 
Major walk products 
 
 Provide products (opportunities) suited to all walker categories. 

 
Access to the Walk 
 
 Encourage improved regional access to the Walk, particularly for Big Walk users. 

 
Developing the Walk 
 
 Implement recommendations of management plans developed by land management agencies. 
 Continue to improve the standard of facilities at the camps, while keeping the present concept 

of a basic walker camp. 
 Adopt Parks Victoria’s guidelines for design and construction standards referring especially to 

the facilities manual and ‘Levels of Service’ Framework. 
 
Marketing 
 
 Provide attractive and informative pre-visit marketing materials, presented to meet tourist 

industry requirements. 
 Market the walk as an overall experience, with motivating information, not just simple facts 

and figures. 
 
Co-development 
 
 Encourage commercial co-development associated with the Walk. 

 
Environmental and cultural protection 
 
 Protect environmental and cultural values during any contruction projects related to the Walk. 
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Public safety 
 
 Promote and encourage safe practices among walk users. 

 
Occupational Health and safety 
 
 Ensure volunteers undertake tasks in a safe and secure work place. 

 
Financing growth and development 
 
 Maintain a diversity of funding sources. 

 
Long term strategy – further investigation 
 
 Continue to seek information that provides direction for future management. 
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1. A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE 

What makes ‘walker’s heaven’? 
 the locals are friendly 
 grades I can cope with 
 a well formed track, with a few rough 

bits 
 some shelter if it’s wet 
 good signs—I know where I’m going 

and I don’t get lost or confused 
 overnight accommodation is available, 

if I want it 
 other people are around, but it’s not 

crowded 
 see lots of interesting things on the 

way 
 plenty of information to help me 

interpret what I’m seeing 
 a challenge to be conquered 
 everyone’s heaven is different to 

everyone else’s. 

These features describe what the Great 
South West Walk could be.  Already it is 
some of these things: a great walking track, 
a wide variety of environments, a range of 
long and short walks, mostly easy grades 
and a friendly community willing to assist 
with most of your requirements.   

It provides access to some great 
environments—forests and wildflowers, 
magnificent cliff lined river scenery, the wild 
beaches of Discovery Bay and the tall 
coastal cliffs of Cape Bridgewater and Cape 
Nelson.   

It also provides for you the walker, no matter 
what sort of walker you are.  Regardless of 
whether you’ve hopped off a tourist bus and 
100 metres is your maximum distance, or 
whether you can carry a pack for 13 days, 
this walk has something for you.  It has been 
described as one of the best walks for the fit 
over 70’s age group, anywhere in the world. 

The short walks let you see most spectacular 
features.  The longer walks provide that 
sense of isolation and wildness, although 

civilisation and the security it brings are 
never far out of reach.  Your can walk all the 
way, or take a canoe down the Glenelg River 
and save a few days wear on your feet. 

The far south west is a moderate day’s drive 
from Melbourne or Adelaide, so you’ll 
probably want to stay at least a few days.  
There’s accommodation and all the tourist 
facilities in the towns (Portland, Nelson and 
Cape Bridgewater), and if you walk the full 
Walk you’ll be out for about 12 nights.   

On the Walk you’ll see Australian nature at 
its best.  As time passes your eyes will 
become accustomed to the flora and fauna, 
although a good guidebook will assist you to 
know and understand what you see.  Local 
knowledge is needed to understand the 
archaeological significance of the area.  Far 
easier to appreciate is the magnificent 
limestone and basalt scenery.   

On the more remote parts of the Walk you’ll 
have the track to yourself, but you’ll meet 
other visitors on the popular Walk sections. 
You might meet a member of the Friends 
Group, doing maintenance work on the track 
or the camps. 

The Walk offers all these things, but there is 
room for growth and improvement.  More 
walk choices, improved accommodation and 
commercial services, better track signage, 
improved interpretation and improved 
guidebooks. 

The Walk is first and foremost a community 
resource, developed by the people of the 
south west and Portland in particular.  Local 
ownership and involvement, local volunteer 
activity and local sponsorship are critical to 
its continuing success.  It is a major 
drawcard and contributor to tourism in the 
region, but there is room for growth and an 
increased role, through better tourist 
marketing and closer links with other 
regional tourist providers. 
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2. STUDY INTRODUCTION 

The Great South West Walk is a 250 km loop 
walking track, stretching west from Portland in 
south west Victoria. The Walk is a major tourist 
and recreation asset in the region. This report 
addresses its future. 

The Walk links Portland and Nelson, traversing 
forest and river environments through the 
Cobboboonee State Forest and Lower Glenelg 
National Park, then entering the Discovery Bay 
Coastal Park at Nelson and returning along the 
coast to Portland, via a series of long beaches 
and prominent coastal headlands.  A major 
alternative takes walkers inland through Mount 
Richmond National Park. 

The Walk traverses land managed by Parks 
Victoria, Department of Sustainability and 
Environment, Glenelg Shire Council, Vicrail, 
Point Danger Committee of Management, 
VicRoads and some private property.  
Throughout this report, the abovementioned 
bodies (with the exception of the private property 
owners) will be referred to as the ‘land 
managers’ 

The Walk was developed and is maintained by 
the very active Friends of the Great South West 
Walk Group.  It has become a major regional 
tourist attraction and is promoted as a major 
walking opportunity on a Victorian, Australian 
and world wide scale, with international visitors 
forming a small but significant segment of the 
walker market. 

.  

2.1 The strategy planning project 

Planning for the Walk commenced in 1979 and 
construction started in 1981.  Development has 
continued steadily since then, with improvements 
being made as opportunities presented or as 
problems became obvious.  While a high level of 
expertise and experience has led to development 
of a high quality track system, there has never 
been an overall plan for the growth of the Walk.  
There is no grand vision and no master plan for 
its final shape and form, if development does 
ever come to completion. The purpose of this 
management strategy is to address that vision 
and, within constraints of time and budget, 

present strategies by which the vision might be 
attained. 

The Management Plan for the Discovery Bay 
group of parks (Discovery Bay Coastal Park, Mt. 
Richmond National Park and Cape Nelson State 
Park), some of the major bodies of public land 
traversed by the Walk, was completed in  April 
2004.   The future of the parks and the Walk are 
closely interlinked with the Plan making 
recommendations about the Walk.   

Terra Forma Pty Ltd, land management and 
planning consultants, were retained by Parks 
Victoria1 to undertake both projects. This report 
should be read in conjunction with that 
Management Plan (Parks Victoria  2004) and the 
Lower Glenelg National Park Management Plan 
(Department of Conservation and Environment 
1991).   

This strategic report identifies the potential of the 
Walk and the more obvious strategic directions 
and actions to be undertaken for its development. 
However many aspects of the Walk’s future 
require further research and planning. 
Consequently recommendations for a series of 
further studies form a major part of the Report.  
These will lead to further refinement of this plan 
to capitalise on the many opportunities offered 
by the Walk. 

2.2 Project aims and objectives 

The strategic planning project was undertaken 
with the following objectives: 

 to establish a vision, goals and strategic 
directions for the Walk 

 to ensure land managers are fully aware of 
their responsibilities as managers of the land 
that supports the Walk 

 to identify a range of products suited to a 
variety of walker needs, including long, 
overnight and short walks 

 to provide an overview of the Walk route, 
including future route modifications 

 to identify key sites, current and potential 
infrastructure, facilities and services 

 to document existing facility standards and 
develop further standards for developments 
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 to identify priorities for marketing and 
promotion, and optimise the potential 
development of tourist and recreation 
opportunities associated with the Walk 

 to identify information requirements for a 
range of walker needs and products 

 to ensure the walk is maintained as  a safe 
route for walkers of varying skill and 
experience and that walkers are adequately 
prepared to undertake the walk in a safe 
manner 

 to develop strategies for future maintenance 
needs and equipment required for the Walk; 
to assist land manager’s staff in developing 
works programs and other detailed 
documentation to implement the Strategy. 

 To ensure personnel maintaining and 
developing the track do so in a safe and 
environmentally-friendly manner. 

 to assist with funding applications. 

2.3 Project processes 

The initial planning consultancy was performed 
over a six month period from December 1995 to 
May 1996. During this time sections of the Walk 
were inspected and the few previous reports 
available were reviewed, together with other 
information collected on the far south west 
region, particularly in relation to the Discovery 
Bay Parks Management Plan project. 

In depth consultations were held with rangers 
based at Portland and Nelson, and with 
representatives of the Friends of the Great South 
West Walk Group (‘the Friends’).  Other 
consultations were held with officers of the 
Glenelg Shire (‘the Shire’), members of the 
tourist industry in the region and other interested 
persons, including land holders in the area (see 
Appendix).  These consultations generally 
occurred as part of consultations for the park 
management planning project.  Interested 
individuals were brought together in an 

afternoon strategic planning workshop held at 
Portland on Sunday 24 March 19962. 

In conjunction with this project the Forests 
Service, Department of Natural Resources and 
Environment assisted Parks Victoria to survey 
the entire Walk, including all side loops and off-
shoots, using GPS (Global Positioning System) 
equipment, so that an accurate, up to date map of 
the Walk could be prepared. 

Limited investigation was undertaken on the 
operation, management and marketing of other 
major walking tracks and on a number of specific 
elements of marketing.  Requirements for further 
studies were discussed with a panel of 
consultants drawn together by Terra Forma Pty 
Ltd as part of the study team.  The report was 
then compiled from the materials obtained.  A 
draft was reviewed by Parks Victoria and the 
Friends, prior to the report being finalised. 

Terra Forma Pty Ltd wishes to acknowledge the 
generous assistance given by all those who were 
consulted as part of the project.  In particular, 
members of the Friends gave freely of their time, 
compiling information whenever requested. 

This report lays out a strategic framework for the 
future of the Walk and contains some proposals 
directed to the future of the Friends Groups.  
Implementation of the report will lie partly with 
the Friends Groups and partly with the land 
managers - the two roles have not been 
separated. 

This report has been updated by the Friends 
Group and the land managers in 2006 following 
final approval of the Discovery Bay Parks 
Management Plan (April 2004), preliminary 
discussions to develop the Portland Horsham 
Forest Management Plan and to acknowledge 
other changes that have occurred to the Walk, 
Friends Group, the land managers and other 
associated issues since the first publication of 
this Management Plan.
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3. A SHORT HISTORY OF THE GREAT SOUTH WEST WALK  

This chapter provides a short history of the Walk 
and its development, presented to give a 
background and context to the Walk as it is at 
present, and may be in the future. 

3.1 The original idea 

Bill Golding and Sam Bruton each accuse the 
other of starting it.  Bill was then headmaster of 
Portland High School; Sam was Chief District 
Ranger in the then National Parks Service. 
Whichever way it was, in 1979 they combined 
forces to develop an idea that would be a major 
project for Portland High School, and would 
develop a real asset for the local community3. 

Sam laid out a route for a loop walking track of 
about 200 kilometres, to go north from Portland 
to enter the Cobboboonee State Forest, then 
swing west into Lower Glenelg National Park, 
accessing the camps and views along the Glenelg 
River, pass through the township of Nelson, 
where walkers could stop in the camping ground, 
shower and clean up, have dinner at the pub, 
restock at the local store, and move on to tackle 
the rigours of the Discovery Bay beach, 
continuing on a coastal route all the way back to 
Portland. 

Portland High School adopted the idea as a 
community project. A project Steering 
Committee was formed in May 1980 and 
supervised development, until formation of the 
Friends in 1984.  The Committee reported to the 
School Council, and comprised representatives 
of the National Parks Service, the Forests 
Commission Victoria, the Department of Crown 
Lands and Survey, the Portland Shire Council 
and the Portland High School4, with NPS District 
Superintendent Mr. Andy Arnold as Chairman.   

The Committee was given considerable freedom 
by the respective land management Departments 
—Portland is a long way from Melbourne and 
other problems were looming large for a group of 
agencies grappling with problems of rapid 
growth and decentralisation. A very positive 
working atmosphere rapidly developed at the 
local level. The Committee spent much time and 
effort ‘selling’ the project, with considerable 
success.  This lead to a strong sense of 
community ownership, substantial donations of 

material and services from local business (which 
continue to the present) and continuing support 
from a strong community based Friends Group. 

Financial support by way of Government grants 
came from the Commonwealth (Education grant, 
$10 000), the Department of Youth, Sport and 
Recreation ($ 5000) and a Victorian Government 
special grant ($20 000).   

The major track development works were 
undertaken in 1981 (forest sections and Cape 
Nelson) and 1982 (Cape Bridgewater). High 
school students formed the bulk of the volunteer 
workforce, supported by parents, community 
volunteers and Departmental staff. The work 
inputs were very substantial: the highest 
individual input reported as 74 days voluntary 
work over this period.  

The community realised the need for publicity 
from the beginning, but was critical of the extent 
of its own early efforts. Even so, in the summer 
of 1983/4, use was recorded conservatively as 
172 long distance uses (two or more nights) and 
350 day walkers. 

Initially the Committee envisaged that 
maintenance of the Walk would be undertaken 
by the land managers, but this proved to be an 
unrealistic expectation—staff levels were 
insufficient and reducing, and other work loads 
peaks at the time of year when the Walk requires 
most maintenance work. Consequently the 
Committee, and later the Friends, organised 
themselves as a maintenance labour force, and a 
dedicated contingent of Friends continues to 
maintain the Walk through to the present. 

3.2 Growth and development 

Development of the Walk has been continuous 
through to the present time, and with it the 
character of the Walk has changed. Realignments 
have been made to capture better views and to 
improve walking conditions, particularly by 
taking the walk off vehicular roads and tracks.  
Major sections were developed around Point 
Danger (Bill’s Walk, 1989, Smelter Nature Walk 
(disabled access, funding from Portland 
Aluminium) and Sam’s Walk 1990/1).  An 
alternative to the coastal walk along the full 
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length of the Discovery Bay beach, through Mt 
Richmond National Park, was constructed in 
1983 and realigned in 1990.   

Numerous other sections have been improved 
and realigned.  In 1991/2 the eastern parts of the 
Walk, from Portland to Blackwood Camp 
(including some sections across private property) 
were completely realigned, to by-pass eroded 
sections of coastline and to take advantage of the 
natural attractiveness of farmland and bushland 
in the area.  Bridges have been built to cross 
major streams (the Fitzroy River Bridge, 1993, is 
quite impressive) and a bridge takes the walk 
over the Portland / Ararat railway line.  The 16 
camps along the walk have been further 
developed, with toilets and water supplies.  A 
few have simple wind break shelters. 

As the Walk has grown the realisation has come 
that, while it is a major asset as a long distance 
walk, most use comes from short distance and 
day walkers.  Consequently, effort has gone into 
defining and developing short distance walks, 
including spurs and loops off the main track.  
This has increased the diversity of walking 
opportunities, but it has also changed the walk 
from a simple long distance loop into a network 
of short and long distance opportunities, catering 
for a wide audience of walkers.  This network 
interlinks with other walking tracks constructed 
by the Department5 (and around Portland and the 
Portland Smelter), often utilising funding 
opportunities, particularly employment relief 
initiatives. 

Throughout these changes a high level of 
community support for the Walk has continued.  
This has been manifest by the continuing activity 
of the Friends and by extensive donations of 
materials and use of equipment provided, partic-
ularly for major construction projects such as the 
bridges.  These supporters are too numerous to 
mention here, but have been a critical element in 
the continued success of the Walk. 

Publicity has been an ongoing element of the 
Friends’ activity. With support from the 
community (particularly Portland Aluminium) 
and the then Department, the Friends have 
produced a variety of maps and brochures6, 
aimed both at describing the walk for walkers, 
and providing pre-visit and marketing 
information.  Because the group is a volunteer 

organisation and has never been able to support 
an Executive Officer, these efforts have been 
relatively sporadic, and the group recognises that 
a greater level of effectiveness could be achieved 
in this area.  A highlight was the preparation of a 
video and colour brochure about the Walk in 
1990.  This was sent to travel agents world wide, 
and has produced a small but steady flow of 
international visitors. 

However, there is room for much improvement.  
One commentator described marketing for the 
Walk as ‘terribly apologetic’ and not motivating, 
suggesting that it lacked a necessary professional 
touch; another suggested that the Walk has not 
yet brought to the south west community the 
value of the investment made in it. 

Publicity has occurred in other ways.  Many 
tourist operators make reference to the walk in 
their publicity about the region.  The Glenelg 
Shire, though its Promotions Officer, has 
promoted the Walk at the Berlin Tourist Fare, 
resulting in a flow of walkers from Germany.  
The walk has received publicity through regional 
links to the Great Ocean Road, and this publicity 
is set to increase as a regional tourist 
development plan (Tonge and Associates 1996) 
is implemented.   

3.3 The Friends of the  
Great South West Walk 

The Great South West Walk would not exist 
without the Friends Group.  As well as 
instigating the Walk and bringing it to where it is 
today, the Friends provide almost all the labour 
to maintain the Walk, as well as most of the 
initiative, planning and (by attracting grants and 
sponsorship) most of the funding.  It is 
recognised as the most active Friends Group in 
Victoria 

At the present the Friends have about 100 
members. This decreased slightly over the past 
few years.  The group includes members from a 
wide sector of professions and interests in the 
Portland community, but as with most Friends 
groups, it includes many active members who are 
retired from the workforce.  These members have 
time to spare and are thus a major resource to the 
Group. 
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The Group controls its activities through a 
Committee of 15 members.  Meetings are held 
monthly; the Parks Victoria  Ranger in charge is 
an ex officio member.  As observed in this study, 
the Friends Group operates very effectively. It is 
bright and enthusiastic, with ideas and the 
capability to execute them.  However a number 
of strategic weaknesses have been identified in 
the Friend’s operation: 
 lack of a strategic focus for activities (to be 

remedied by this report) 
 lack of strength in marketing the Walk 
 an aging membership threatening loss of 

momentum, and the need to recruit younger 
members 

 a potential lack of continuity in management 
of the Walk, should the Friends Group fail. 

The first two points are addressed in Sections 5 
and 6.4.  The latter points are matters common to 
most Friends Groups, and indeed to community 
activity groups in general.  However they are 
potentially more serious in this situation, than in 
situations involving many Friends Groups, 
because the Friends are pivotal to maintenance of 
the Walk, and the Walk is a key element of 
tourism in the Region.  As improved marketing 
for the Walk increases its external community 
profile, questions of presentation and continuing 

maintenance become all the more critical.  The 
following proposals are made to address these 
issues: 

Aims 

 Develop mechanisms to maintain the 
strength and continuity of the Friends 
Group. 

Management strategies 

 Promote membership of the Friends Group 
in the local community, as well as 
promoting the Walk itself. 

 Continue (as the land managers) to support 
the friends group in all practical ways, to 
encourage and strengthen its ongoing 
activities. 

 As Parks Victoria, be prepared to convene 
meetings and initiate activities to re-
establish the Friends Group or equivalent, 
should the current organisation be unable to 
continue. 

 Maintain a position of Promotions Officer 
as a Friends Committee Member, to ensure 
a clear marketing focus within the Group 
(Section 6.4). 
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4. GEOGRAPHICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

This section provides a brief overview of the 
physical setting and environment of the Walk, 
primarily to provide a basis for understanding the 
strategic proposals presented in the following 
sections.  Some major complimentary walks are 
also reviewed. 

4.1 Structure of the walk 

A map of the walk is provided at the end of this 
report.  It includes the route, all side loops and 
spurs, the camps and all proposed route changes. 

The route is notionally regarded as starting at the 
Portland Tourist Information Centre (although 
walkers can start at many points along its length) 
and is usually described in an anticlockwise 
direction.  Most long distance walkers go this 
way, so as to walk with the prevailing 
southwesterly wind along the Discovery Bay 
beach. 

The Walk is laid out as a series of segments 
between the 16 camps, varying between 9 and 22 
km in length, the longer sections constituting a 
good day’s walk for an experienced walker.  The 
total length is 240 km.  In places there are 
alternative routes to choose from, and the short 
walks are either are part of, or additional to, the 
overall length. 

Leaving the Portland Visitor Information Centre, 
the walker passes through the historic town of 
Portland, walking north alongside Portland 
Harbour, and follows Dutton Way along the 
coast.  Turning north away from the coast, the 
route traverses road reserves through private 
land, crosses the Princes Highway, then follows 
the Portland – Ararat railway reserve and bush 
tracks to Cubby’s Camp.  This offers tank water, 
toilets and basic camping facilities, as do all 
camps.  

The next phase involves three day’s walking 
through the Cobboboonee State Forest, a 
multiple-use forest.  The Forest section is a 
relatively uniform landscape, punctuated by 
crossings of the Surrey and Fitzroy Rivers, with 
stops at Cut Out Camp, Cobboboonee Camp and 
Fitzroy Camp.  From the Fitzroy Camp a side 
loop provides a visit to Jackass Fern Gully.  The 
main track passes Mt Van Dyke in a long transit 

section, entering the Lower Glenelg National 
Park and passing the Inkpot, a natural depression 
in the limestone surface.  Moleside Camp, at the 
end of this section, is the first camp along the 
Glenelg River. 

For the next four day’s walking the track follows 
the Glenelg River, passing numerous vehicle 
camps and other river entry points.  With a little 
organisation, the walker can by-pass this track 
section and take to canoe, pulling in overnight at 
the various riverside camps, including the camps 
on the Walk, Post & Rail, Murrells, Pattersons 
Canoe Camp and Simpson Landing, near Nelson. 
The river scenery is spectacular, with high 
limestone cliffs.  Princes Margaret Rose Cave, on 
the northern side of the River, are show caves 
open to visitors, but are inaccessible to walkers 
unless they can find a way across the river. 
Following the River to its western most point, 
the Walk enters South Australia for a distance. 

Arriving at Nelson, walkers can either camp at 
Simpsons Landing, or continue to the Nelson 
Camping Ground, where showers are available 
and the comforts of a pub meal (or a bed in the 
town) can be enjoyed, before facing the rigours 
of the coast.  Provisions are available at the 
Nelson Kiosk. 

From Nelson the track follows the edge of the 
Oxbow Lake on the Glenelg River estuary, then 
loops away to enter Discovery Bay Coastal Park, 
reaching the coast at Miller’s Beach.  This is the 
start of a demanding four day trek along the 
Discovery Bay beach—walkers hope the 
prevailing southwest wind will be behind them.  

The first beach section, to White Sands Camp, is 
purely along the beach.  For the next section, to 
Monibeong7 Camp, a slightly longer inland route 
is available.  But the following day, it is back to 
the beach for a further 16 km stretch to Swan 
Lake. 

From Swan Lake the walker now has a major 
choice: to continue to follow the beach (a 22 km 
section to The Springs Camp), or to add a day to 
the walk, turning inland to skirt the high dunes in 
the Coastal Park, traversing Mt Richmond and 
turning south to Tarragal Camp, a short distance 
from Portland Airport.  This route then returns to 
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the coast at Bridgewater Lakes and follows the 
western side of Cape Bridgewater to The Springs 
Camp. 

From the Springs the long distance walker will 
now encounter many more tourists and day 
walkers, for the remainder of the Walk traverses 
the most scenic coastline in the southwest region.  
From The Springs Camp the track passes the 
Blowholes and the Petrified Forest, both major 
tourist destinations, then rounds the tip of Cape 
Bridgewater, coming upon the Seal Colony 
viewing platform.  The next short section of the 
Walk, to Cape Bridgewater settlement, provides 
day visitors and tourists access to the Seal 
Colony.  This section contains some steep ups 
and downs and is by far the most difficult section 
of the Walk.  It is now also one of the most 
popular. 

Passing the township, and re-stocking at the 
kiosk, the walker follows the Bridgewater Bay 
Beach to Trewalla Camp.  The next day the Walk 
continues along the beach, then climbs onto the 
spectacular headland of Cape Nelson, passing the 
lighthouse and following the rugged coast of 
Nelson Bay, diverting slightly inland to Mallee 
Camp.   

The final day, returning to Portland, is perhaps as 
interesting as any.  The track passes through a 
hidden section of Moonah forest near the coast, 
known as the Enchanted Forest.  It is wild and 
overgrown, the trees laced with climbers.  
Completing the length of Nelson Bay, the Walk 
skirts the back of Cape Sir William Grant, then 
passes around the impressive Portland 
Aluminium smelter, crosses Point Danger and 
swings north, on the section known as Bill’s 
Walk (after Bill Golding), and returns, passing 
the harbour facilities, to the Visitor Information 
Centre.   

Without taking shortcuts, the shortest version of 
the Walk is 233.9 km8; including the loop over 
Mt Richmond, the longest route is 246.2.  With a 
few side diversions a walk of 250 km is easily 
achieved.  

4.2 Environments traversed 

Much of the value of the Walk comes from the 
wide diversity of terrains and environments it 
traverses.  The major environments (listed in the 

order they are encountered on the anticlockwise 
walk) are: 

 Portland township.  Modern port facilities in 
the privately-operated Portland harbour 
stand adjacent to historic buildings in this 
town of some 10 000 people, which forms 
the hub of the far southwest region (it is the 
second largest Victorian coastal city outside 
the Port Phillip Region).  The Walk passes 
some of the older buildings facing the coast. 

 Agricultural land.  Sheep and cattle grazing, 
including dairying, are the principal uses of 
the coastal plain.  Styles or self closing 
gates are provided to cross fences. 

 Messmate Stringybark and Brown 
Stringybark forests in the Cobboboonee 
State Forest.  Areas are subject to 
harvesting, but with a 40 metre buffer each 
side of the Walk, the forest appears 
relatively undisturbed.  The forest 
understorey is particularly attractive, but 
more so in spring when wildflowers are 
prominent.   

 The Glenelg River environs. Brown 
Stringybark forests and heaths along the 
river. Some areas close to Walk have 
important occurrences of rare and threatened 
flora (e.g. Little Moleside Creek). 

 The Glenelg River Estuary at Nelson.  A 
wetlands walk has been developed to allow 
visitors to view this important estuarine 
wetland. 

 The Discovery Bay beach.  This long stretch 
of continuous beaches is one of the more 
remote environments in Victoria.  The beach 
is dynamic and the surf is rough and 
dangerous.  The beach is also habitat for a 
number of threatened or near-threatened  
bird species that nest on open sand, 
including the Hooded Plover, Little Tern 
and Sooty Oystercatcher. 

 Coastal dunes. Dune scrub covers these 
areas, but is fragile and susceptible to 
damage by tracking and wind, particularly 
where tracks enter and leave the beach.  
Areas of mobile siliceous sand have 
relatively lower environmental values.  
However both the mobile dunes and the 
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limestone pediment below them are 
extremely valuable as archaeological sites, 
containing midden deposits representing 
Aboriginal settlements that in places date 
back to 11 000 years BP. 

 Mt Richmond.  This extinct volcano 
covered by limey sands supports a Brown 
Stringybark woodland, with displays of 
wildflowers and occurrences of rare and 
unusual flora, including displays of 
beautiful and threatened orchid species. 

 Coastal headlands.  The limestone cappings 
covering tall basalt promontories give rise to 
some spectacular and significant limestone 
formations.  They include the Petrified 
Forest formations (chemically stabilised 
limestone columns) and flowstones and 
stalactites on the open sea coast, formed 
where water containing dissolved lime flows 
out over the basalt as springs, falling into 
the sea to form limestone formations.  The 
headlands are badly eroded in places, 
apparently as the result of prior sheep and 
cattle grazing, and stabilisation work has 
been a part of the activities of the Friends 
Group.  Rabbits are also a problem.  The 
erosion has also revealed extensive midden 
deposits, including kitchen middens dating 
to 10 000 years BP. 

 Coastal heathands.  The remnant coastal 
heathlands support and widely diverse flora 
and fauna, including a number of rare 
species, such as the Helmet Orchid and 
Mellblom’s Spider Orchid.  

  

4.3 Environmental values to be 
protected 

Much of the Walk passes through high quality 
scenic and natural areas, so the overall protection 
of environmental quality and visual presentation 
are critical elements of management and 
maintenance.  However the following 
environmental elements are of particular 
concern: 

 Rare and threatened plant species.  Most of 
the Walk traverses National Park areas that 
contain high levels of natural biodiversity, 
including high frequencies of rare and 

threatened species9.  There is a high 
likelihood of encountering rare and 
threatened species on any part of the Walk.  
This should continue to be considered in all 
proposals for re-routing, re-designing or 
reconstructing any part of the Walk. 

 Archaeological values.  The recent 
limestone formations abound with midden 
deposits.  The middens are concentrated 
along the coast, and represent one of the 
most extensive and significant 
archaeological sites in southeastern 
Australia. 

 Beach nesting birds. Discovery Bay beach 
provides habitat for a number of threatened 
or near-threatened bird species that nest on 
open sand, including the Hooded Plover, 
Little Tern and Sooty Oystercatcher. While 
these birds are not confined to Discovery 
Bay, the Park is one of their major 
strongholds in Western Victoria. Nesting 
can be disturbed by walkers and four wheel 
drive vehicles.  The birds nest in softer sand 
towards the foredune, and walkers generally 
traverse the harder wet sand along the spray 
zone.  

 Australasian Gannet colony at Point Danger.  

 Weeds.  The Walk has the potential to bring 
weeds into otherwise weed free natural 
areas.  Boots and shoes can carry weed 
seeds, but potentially more important weed 
carriers are the mowers used to maintain the 
track.  These can carry the seeds of invasive 
species such as Quaking grass, Briza major, 
which establish along the more open track 
side environment, then can spread into the 
surrounding vegetation when a fire occurs.  

Pathogens.  Cinnamon Fungus has 
previously been identified in Lower Glenelg 
National Park.  It has the potential to cause 
serious damage to vegetation communities if 
it spreads from infected sites.  The fungus 
can be spread in soil transported by 
machinery and walker’s boots. 

 Erosion.  Effective track maintenance is 
needed to ensure erosion does not occur.  
Water erosion, particularly on steps and 
steeper sections, is a potential problem, as is 
wind erosion, particular where tracks cross 
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the foredune.  Simple deflation by the tramp 
of many feet will wear the track, and 
surfacing may be needed in places. 

These environmental aspects warrant particular 
attention in developing strategies for future 
management of the Walk.  

4.4 Complimentary walks 

It is instructive to examine other walks that are 
similar to the Great South West Walk.  Six well 
known walks, two Victorian and four more 
distant, are taken as examples.  Information has 
not been sought on more distant systems, such as 
the track system around the southern coast of 
England.  The information provided here is 
cursory only, and more detailed analysis is 
warranted. 

Alpine Walking Track.  This track traverses 
655 km of the length of the Australian Alps, 
from Walhalla in Victoria almost to Canberra in 
the ACT, passing through Kosciusko National 
Park NSW and the Victorian  Alpine National 
Park (Siesman 1993).  This walk is formed from 
interconnecting shorter walk sections, but also 
provides as an organised long distance walking 
opportunity.  There are no set stages or distances 
from camp to camp, and many smaller camp sites 
are spread along the route.  In many places the 
track is difficult with steep slopes, cold 
changeable weather and snow—much of the 
track is exposed above the alpine tree line.  Full 
camping equipment must be carried, appropriate 
for the conditions.  Few walkers would tackle the 
whole track. 

Overland Track, Cradle Mountain – Lake St 
Clair National Park, Tasmania.  This Track 
traverses the Park from north to south, a length 
of 85 km (Tasmap 1993).  Six to eight days are 
required to explore the Track, which passes 
through high exposed mountain country, deep 
rainforests and waterfall country.  There are ten 
huts along the Track, two providing day shelter 
only, the other providing between 16 and 28 
beds.  However tents must be carried, as a 
precaution against poor weather preventing a hut 
being reached, or huts being full. There is no hut 
booking system.  Each hut has a fuel stove for 
warmth, but cooking is over portable stoves.  
Water is available close to each hut.  

Milford Track, Fiordland National Park, South 
Island, New Zealand.  This walk of about 55 km 
over six days (including some boating sections) 
offers a very different experience.  There are 
hotels at both ends of the walk and four ‘huts’ 
along its length.  The whole is managed by a 
single entrepreneur as a single accommodation 
unit, providing a fully found holiday, including 
equipment, accommodation, boat transport, track 
guides and an experience its promoters describe 
as ‘the finest track in the world’ (this walk’s 
brochure is instructive as to what might be 
possible in marketing). 

Great Ocean Walk, Otways Coast, Victoria.  
When complete, the 91km walk will link Apollo 
Bay to the Glenample Homestead (near Port 
Campbell) and can be completed in eight days 
and seven nights.  The full hike features some of 
the most remarkable coast and forest scenery in 
the country including rocky platforms, sheltered 
beaches, pristine rivers, huge forests and coastal 
heathland. Smaller walks exist from main visitor 
areas. 

A variety of roofed accommodation exists close 
to the walk and campgrounds are currently 
available at Blanket Bay and Parkers Hill in 
Otways National Park. 

Heysen Trail, South Australia.  The Heysen 
Trail is a long distance walking trail, which 
traverses the State’s principal mountain ranges 
between Cape Jervis, on the tip of the Fleurieu 
Peninsula in the south, to Parachilna Gorge in the 
Flinders Ranges in the north.  This trail passes 
through some of the most spectacular areas 
within Flinders Ranges National Park. 

Bibbulmun Track, Western Australia.  The 
Bibbulmun Track is a 946 kilometre track that 
winds from the forests of the Perth Hills down 
through a majestic region of towering trees to the 
coast near Albany.  The track was conceived in 
1972 and opened in 1979.  It passes through nine 
national parks and the same number of towns. 

The walk provides shelters at each official camp-
site consisting of a sturdy, three walled hut, 
water tank, pit toilet, bench seats and a fire pit if 
fires are permitted. 

The Bibbulman Track is mostly flat with 
interspersed areas of hills and river crossings. 
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The Great South West Walk offers an 
essentially different experience to these walks. It 
is the only loop walk, and it is the only walk 
offering a mix of coastal, forest and river 
scenery.  Its grades are comparatively easy 

throughout, although the trek along the sand of 
Discovery Bay beach would be described as 
relatively taxing walking.  It is also the only 
walk to integrate short and long distance walking 
opportunities, and the only one that is maintained 
by a predominantly volunteer, community 
oriented organisation. 
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5. A VISION FOR THE WALK 

Working from the description given in previous 
chapters, the report now turns to the future of the 
Walk.  A vision statement and major goals set a 
broad strategic framework for the walk, defining 
how it might be at some future time.  

5.1 Vision statement 

The Friends have adopted the following vision 
statement for the Walk: 

The Great South West Walk is the premier 
walking track in Australia.  It offers walkers a 
diverse coastal, forest and river experience, in a 
safe, well presented environment which is 
readily accessible to all. 

In future years the visitor will find the Great 
South West Walk to be: 
 a major walking track system 

 providing opportunities (products) for a 
wide range of walkers 

 contributing to the economy and social 
good of the south west region 

 well maintained and presented, in a high 
quality, mostly natural, environment 

 readily accessible through 
 effective promotion, marketing and pre-

visit information 
 effective links to existing transport and 

tourist infrastructure 
 availability of appropriate commercial 

services 
 good directional signage 
 effective interpretive signage in high use 

areas 
 maintained by a continuing cooperative 

arrangement between the land managers  
and a vibrant and ongoing Friends of the 
Great South West Walk Group. 

5.2 Principal management goals 

Management goals set out, in broad strategic 
terms, the way in which the vision is to be 
achieved.  They provide the basis for the 
individual management aims and strategies that 
are set out in the following section. 

The principal management goals for the Great 
South West Walk system are: 

 to provide a wide range of walker products 
 to maintain and present the Walk as a high 

quality recreational experience; to retain the 
long distance walk and develop a variety of 
short distance walks 

 to keep the Walk for walkers; to ensure 
bikes, horses and other means of transport 
are provided for along other alignments 

 to protect the environments traversed by the 
Walk 

 to effectively promote and market the Walk, 
making available comprehensive pre-visit 
information 

 to provide effective links to existing 
transport and tourist infrastructure 

 to encourage the co-development of 
appropriate commercial services for walkers 

 to provide good directional signage 
 to develop effective interpretive signage in 

high use areas 
 to maintain a vibrant and ongoing Friends of 

the Great South West Walk Group  
 to maintain effective cooperation between 

land managers, Friends Group and the 
regional tourist industry. 

 to maintain adequate funding for future 
Walk development and maintenance, 
through public sector grants, private 
sponsorship and user contributions 

 to act as a contributor to the economy and 
social good of the south west region. 

The means to achieving these goals are set out in 
the following chapters, first addressing shorter 
term management directions, then discussing the 
long term future in a broad strategic framework.  
The strategies are consolidated in an ongoing 
long term works program schedule in Table 4, at 
the end of this document.  
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6. SHORT TERM STRATEGY 

The report now moves to setting out a short term 
framework for development and management of 
the Walk.  Necessarily this framework is 
tentative in places—substantial further studies 
are required to develop a well based long term 
strategy, particularly to define the characteristics 
of the walker market that is being served.  The 
results of these studies (Chapter 7) could mean 
that elements of this shorter term framework 
require amendment. 

6.1 Major walk products 

The Walk serves a wide variety of users, with 
quite different characteristics and desires.  As 
different elements of the Walk serve these 
differing market segments, it is of value to first 
define who the walkers are and which elements 
of the Walk will appeal to them. 

From observations made during the study, six 
categories of walker and walker product can be 
identified.  These categories may be further 
refined by detailed market research with the 
walking market coming to the south west, but 
they give a good first impression of the current 
pattern of use.  The walker categories are 
described in Table 1.  The category names 
defined here are used throughout the following 
sections of the report. 

The categories are organised from the shortest 
distance walk to the full loop. The numbers of 
walkers in the first two categories exceed 
numbers in the latter four categories, but 
numbers of users have not been quantified in this 
study. 

Aims 

 Provide products (opportunities) suited to 
all walker categories. 

Management strategies 

 Maintain and improve opportunities for 
Casual Strollers. 

 Continue to improve track sections 
providing for short walk and day walkers. 

 Maintain a balance in improvements 
between the needs of short walk and longer 
period walkers. 

 Keep the Walk for walkers.  Ensure bikes, 
horses and other means of transport are 
provided for along other alignments, which 
might connect to some camps and 
associated accommodation (Section 6.5.1). 

6.2 Access to the Walk 

At the regional level, access to the far south west 
from Melbourne is primarily by vehicle, either 
via the Western, Glenelg and Henty Highways 
(Ballarat, Hamilton), or the Hamilton and Henty 
Highways (Geelong, Hamilton), or the Princes 
Highway or Great Ocean Road (Geelong, 
Warrnambool).  From Adelaide visitors take the 
Princes Highway to Mt Gambier, then the road 
through Nelson to Portland (alternatively, the 
Western Highway to Horsham, then south to 
Portland). 

Public transport to the region comprises a 
train/coach service (via Warrnambool), twice per 
day, taking five hours travel.  Some walkers use 
this service.  Regional Express operate at least 
twice daily flights from Melbourne to Portland.  
While there is little evidence of use of this 
service as access to the Walk at present, the 
potential is considerable, as the Portland Airport 
is located close to the Walk, near Tarragal Camp.  
Only a small additional section of track would be 
required to place the Airport directly on the Walk 
itself. 

Recent observations suggest the number of long 
distance bicycle tourers to the far south west 
region is increasing.  They would be more likely 
to use the Walk if their bicycles and excess 
equipment could be transported from Portland to 
Nelson (or reverse), allowing them to do half the 
walk (see 6.5.2 for strategies).  

At a local level, there are numerous starting 
points (trailheads) for the Walk, off the 
secondary road system and off forest and park 
roads.  However parking is very limited at some 
points,  
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particularly where the Walk crosses forest roads.  
The crossings provide trailheads for some of the 

Table 1  Walker categories and walk products 

Category  Description Product 

The Casual Stroller A car or bus based tourist.  
May be quite unfit or disabled.  
May be restless and easily bored. 

Very short (say 100 m max.), well 
made, gently graded access to 
spectacular features, e.g. 
 Cape Nelson lighthouse 
 Blowholes 
 Gannet Colony, Point Danger 

The Short Walker Generally car based. 
Reasonably fit, but not accustomed to 
long distance walking. 
Willing to make some effort to 
appreciate the area. 
May be a family group. 

1 -3 hour (say 4- 8 km) walks 
returning to the starting point, 
accessing a site of interest or 
spectacular scenery, some steep 
grades, steps and rougher sections,
 The Seal Colony 
 Sea cliff nature walk 

The Day Walker Generally car based. 
Reasonably fit, accustomed to long 
distance walking. 
Willing to make an effort to appreciate 
the area. 
May be a family group. 

All day (say 12 - 20 km) walks, 
preferably returning to the starting 
point, accessing site of interest or 
spectacular scenery, some steep 
grades, steps and rough sections,
 numerous section walks  
 requiring car ferry arrangements 

The Overnighter Car based or dependent on transport 
Fit, accustomed to long distance 
walking, carrying a pack. 
Willing to make an effort to appreciate 
the area. 

Sections of the Walk from an access 
point to a camp, some steep grades, 
steps and rough sections, 
 numerous section walks  
 requiring car ferry arrangements 

The School Group Car based or dependent on transport 
Intentions may exceed level of fitness 
May require assistance to appreciate 
the Walk 

As above 
May be attracted by Schools 
specific marketing 

The Three Day 
Walker 

Similar to the overnighter, but has 
more time 

Similar to the overnighter 
May be using a commercial guiding 
service 

The Big Loop Walker Likely to be relying on commercial 
transport. 
May be an interstate or international 
visitor, who come to Australia with a 
specific plan to do the Walk. 
Fit, accustomed to long distance 
walking, well organised 
Likely to be an individual or small 
group. 
Seeks the whole Walk as a major 
personal challenge. 

The whole Walk, accepting all 
conditions and all weathers. Will 
require provisions at some point 
along the Walk, may seek 
occasional diversion or comfort 
(e.g. at Nelson) 
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loop walks, particularly in the Cobboboonee 
State Forest. 

Aims 

 Encourage improved regional access to the 
Walk, particular for Big Walk users. 

 Improve parking associated with local Walk 
access. 

Management strategies 

 In conjunction with airline and local eco-
tourism and accommodation providers, 
develop a linkage between arrival at the 
airport and access to the Walk (and a 
similar departure linkage).  This 
development could include roofed 
accommodation on the first night of arrival, 
provision of local walk and weather 
information, a vehicle shuttle to appropriate 
walk starting points, and an opportunity for 
overnight rest, wash, recovery and delivery 
to the airport (Section 6.4.3). 

 Provide roadside pull-offs at trail access 
points in the Cobboboonee Forest. 

 Monitor use of the Seal Colony car park 
above Cape Bridgewater township.  If 
necessary, rationalise parking.  If use 
increases substantially, cooperate with the 
Glenelg Shire to develop a new car park 
adjacent to the present site. 

 Upgrade parking at the Seal Colony access, 
if required by peak usage. 

6.3 Developing the Walk 

6.3.1 Track development 

This section sets out the proposals currently 
under consideration, and longer term future 
developments.  It also includes proposed walking 
track developments arising from the relevant 
park management plans.  It covers track 
improvements and the development of loops and 
short walks. 

 

 

Aims 

 Implement recommendations of 
management plans developed by land 
management agencies such as the Discovery 
Bay Parks Management Plan (Parks 
Victoria) and Portland Horsham Forest 
Management Plan (DSE). 

 Continue to develop the Walk system by 
redeveloping or re-routing short sections. 

 Seek further opportunities for short loop 
walks, integrating with the main Walk track. 

Management strategies 

 Develop (re-route or improve) track 
sections in accordance with Table 2. 

6.3.2 Camps and non-commercial facilities 

The 16 camps spread along the Walk provide 
basic overnight accommodation for walkers.  
They are simple bush camps, with a few tent 
spaces, a fire place, a water tank fed from a small 
roof area, and a toilet.  This is all that the well 
equipped and experienced walker requires, but a 
simple lean-to shelter may be of value to less 
experienced walkers in poor weather. 

Drinking untreated water such as creek water, 
bore water, or sometimes even rainwater, can 
lead to illnesses such as gastroenteritis and 
diarrhoea.  Water treatment methods should be 
used to make water safe for drinking. 

Aims 

 Maintain the camp sites as simple walker 
camps.   

 Continue to improve the standard of 
facilities at the camps, while keeping the 
present concept of a basic walker camp. 

Management strategies 

 Maintainas a minimum,  two seats and 
picnic table unit at each camp site. 

 Ensure camp toilets and water supplies are 
adequate for the numbers of walkers using 
the camps. 

 Provide signage warning walkers of water 
quality  and  information about treatment 
methods to make water safe for drinking 
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 Provide a simple shelter at each camp, 
designed to provide shelter from both the 
rain and wind, particularly along the coast. 

 Monitor use of the camps through the 
existing log book system.  Avoid 
introduction of a camp booking system 
unless it is really needed (camps are full 
reasonably frequently over peak periods).  If 
needed, examine integrating the booking 
system with the system for booking vehicle 
based camps run from the Nelson Visitor 
Information Centre.  Utilise smaller river 
camps where possible to spread the peak 
load. 

6.3.3 Picnic sites 

Simple picnic facilities (table and seats) are 
provided along the Walk at Jackass Fern Gully 
and Surry Ridge, at many sites along the Glenelg 
River, and at Cape Nelson and Nelson Bay.  
Camps can also act as picnic sites.  There is a 
need for improved picnic facilities along Walk 
sections used as short walks. 

Aims 

 Provide simple picnic facilities along the 
Walk, at appropriate sites between the 
camps and along shorter walk sections. 

Management strategies 

 Prepare and implement a list of picnic sites. 

 Provide appropriate toilets on more popular 
Walk sections. 

6.3.4 Facility standards 

Facilities provided along the walks include: 
 the track surface itself 
 steps 
 bridges 
 lookouts and viewing platforms 
 camps and camp facilities 
 seats and picnic tables 
 directional and interpretive signage - see 

next section. 

Because of its high public profile, the Walk 
requires a good standard of facilities.  The 
standard should be high throughout, but facilities 
will be simpler on the more remote sections of 
the Walk.   

A reasonably coherent design concept appears to 
have been followed in the more recent 
constructions, but some of the older facilities are 
less attractive. 

Aims 

 Adopt Parks Victoria’s guidelines for design 
and construction standards referring 
especially to the Facilities Manual and 
‘Levels of Service’ Framework. 

 Ensure all relevant approvals such as Native 
Title and assessment for cultural site are 
obtained before undertaking any new works. 

Management strategies 

 Maintain track standards as follows (see 
Table 2 for track standard descriptions10): 
 For casual strollers: 2 or 3 
 For short walkers: 3 or 4 
 For day walkers: 4 
 Rest of Track: 4 

 Ensure  facilities such as camping areas, 
footbridges and lookouts are maintained to 
appropriate standards. 

 Utilise land managers asset recording 
systems to record and monitor the standard 
of facilities. 

6.3.5 Information and interpretation 

Information about the Walk itself and the 
environments being traversed are critical to the 
walker’s overall enjoyment of the walk 
experience.  This information divides into five 
distinct categories, each relevant to the walker at 
different times.  All five categories need to be 
serviced to a high standard. 

6.3.5.1 Information: pre-walk and marketing 

Information is required by the walker (the end 
user of tourist services) and operators in the 
tourist industry.  The material must sell the Walk 
by indicating that it exists, where and what it is, 
and how to get there.  Presentation and packing 
must be attractive, to out-compete equivalent 
recreation products.  Distribution and marketing 
of information is addressed in Section 6.4. 

Aims 
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 Provide attractive and informative pre-visit 
marketing materials, presented to meet 
tourist industry requirements. 

Management strategies 

 Subject to decisions arising from a full 
marketing study, produce or negotiate the 
production of the information products listed 
in Table 3 (the table lists all publications 
mentioned in the report); sponsor commercial 
production to obtain commercial viability of 
publications, if required.  Marketing products 
include:  
 a Great South West Walk Guidebook 

(commercial production, possibly 
sponsored, subject to costing and 
publication agreement) 

 tourist flier 
 an updated tourist video, with a broader 

south west focus and a much sharper 
marketing presentation and style 

 Teacher’s notes 
 souvenirs, T-shirts, badges etc. 

 Provide information on the website  on 
commercial services and developments 
associated with the Walk; include relevant 
advertising. 

6.3.5.2 Information: on the walk 

Once they have decided to go on the Walk, 
walkers require rather different information, with 
more detail of where the Walk (or short walks) 
starts, how long their walk will take, what 
conditions they encounter and what they will see.  
Material of this nature has been available for 
some time (see references), but its presentation is 
relatively uninspiring and some of the 
information is out of date. Detailed information 
will come in the form of a guidebook, but wall 
map presentations in key local tourist 
information sites can also assist. 

 

 

Aims 

 Provide attractive, detailed information on 
the Walk to prospective walkers. 

 Market the Walk as an overall experience, 
with motivating information, not just simple 
facts and figures. 

Management strategies 

 Distribute the short walks guidebook, 
concentrating on local sources—the 
Portland Visitor Information Centre, 
Portland shops and tourist accommodation, 
minor tourist information centres [Cape 
Bridgewater and Nelson] and Parks 
Victoria offices [Portland, Cape Nelson 
Lighthouse and Nelson]. 

 Seek the cooperation of local tourist 
promotion agencies (principally the Glenelg 
Shire) to provide an effective wall display of 
the Walk in the Portland Visitor Information 
Centre.  Include a comprehensive route 
map. 

 Provide minor display material at other 
suitable locations, including the Portland 
airport and minor tourist information 
centres listed above. 

6.3.5.3 Arrival and orientation signage 

Information at the trailhead (the start of any 
particular walk) is critical, particularly for the 
less experienced walker who is not strong on 
map reading.  Trailhead signage also attracts 
those who have not prepared by obtaining pre-
visit information.  Information must give the 
walker a sense of security that  

 they are on the right walk 
 the walk will meet their needs 
 the walk isn’t too long or too hard 
 there are interesting features to be found. 

Trailhead signage on the Walk has been 
improved but there is still scope for further 
improvement.  Some trailheads are very hard to 
find, and in places the road signs indicating the 
start of a loop or Walk section are tiny, and 
easily missed. 

 

 

Aims 

 Improve on-site track presentation at 
trailheads, to give walkers a sense of 
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security about the walk they are 
undertaking. 

Management strategies  

 Prepare an overall information and signage 
strategy for the Walk system, including: 
 specific site requirements for information 

signs 
 a trailhead signage concept 
 route signage practices 
 interpretive signage (see below). 

 Develop a trailhead signage concept that 
incorporates, for each walk section or short 
walk: 
 the Great South West Walk logo 
 the walk name 
 distance and hours 
 standard 
 major features accessed and distances 
 connecting tracks 
 (a map of the track section would assist all 

these purposes). 

 Provide improved trailhead signage on all 
walk sections and loops, treating the most 
popular sites first, and finally treating sites 
used predominantly by long distance 
walkers only. 

 In cooperation with the Glenelg Shire, 
provide road signage indicating important 
Walk trailheads.  Integrate the development 
of this signage with a broader tourist 
signage strategy for the Discovery Bay 
Coastal Park and Discovery Bay Marine 
National Park as  proposed in the 
Management Plans. 

 Ensure relevant land managers are in 
agreement about placement of  signs. 

6.3.5.4 Direction signage 

Once on the Walk, the walker needs to know 
where to go.  In many places the Walk crosses 
other walking tracks (including many short beach 
access tracks along Nelson Bay), vehicular tracks 
and management tracks.  The walker stands a 
reasonable chance of getting lost at any of these 
intersections, particularly those where the Walk 
is off-set, and the walker has to follow the other 
track for a short distance.  There are numbers of 
sites where this occurs. 

To date the Friends Group has used a system of 
10 cm long triangular markers (red for the main 
Walk, blue or green for side tracks and loops), 
made from anodised aluminium and nailed to 15 
cm diameter round pine poles, set at waist level, 
as the principal track markers.  The system has a 
number of deficiencies: 

 the signs are unattractive 
 some signs are poorly made, with uneven 

nailing, making the signs more 
unattractive and hard to interpret 

 the signs are prone to vandalism 
 where a number of arrows are placed on 

the one post (red for the Walk, blue for 
other tracks), the markers tend to curve 
around the post can all be seen as pointing 
in the same direction. 

Because there are so many situations where track 
markers are required, it is not possible to spell 
them all out at a planning level.  Considerable 
care must be exercised in the interpretation of 
each track intersection and provision of 
appropriate directional signage, taking care to 
examine the intersection as though the person 
constructing the marker has never seen the site 
before.  If that point of view is exercised there is 
a reasonable chance that the sign and marker 
combination will be effective. 

In places small (say 15 x 10 cm) routed plastic 
signs with about 1.5 cm lettering have been 
attached to posts to provide more detailed track 
information.  These provide useful information 
and appear to work well. 

Aims 

 Provide effective directional signage 
throughout the Walk system, both along the 
Walk and on public roads that provide 
access to the Walk. 

 Use signage to provide a sense of continuity 
throughout the Walk. 

 

 

Management strategies 

 Continue to use the red and blue triangle 
directional marker system, but review marker 
practices: 
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 attach markers to square posts or (less 
preferably) square off upper post sections 

 ensure the markers accurately reflect the 
geography of the relevant track 
intersection.  In particular ensure: 
 posts are aligned correctly 
 marker angles accurately reflect track 

angles 
 markers are nailed on true and square. 

 provide additional information if markers 
alone do not convey adequate information 

 re-align track intersections that are 
unnecessarily confusing. 

 Provide signs at each camp site or picnic 
site indicating the distance to the next picnic 
or camp site, in both directions. 

 Provide additional directional and track 
information signage where appropriate.  
Continue to use sustainable and durable 
meterials. 

6.3.5.5 Interpretive signage 

Interpretation provides an important part of the 
walker’s experience, allowing a better 
understanding of the natural and cultural features 
of the environments being traversed.  Interpretive 
information comes via published materials, 
discussed above, and by way of signage.   

Effective interpretive signage is expensive, and 
unless done well it can be obtrusive and 
ineffective.  For these reasons it is not preferred 
in remote areas, where guidebooks are more 
appropriate.  Also, interpretive signs are fairly 
easily vandalised and are therefore better kept to 
more frequently patrolled locations. 

Aims 

 Provide interpretive signage as part of the 
Casual Walker and Short Walker products. 

 Develop and maintain a consistent theme in 
interpretive signage, focusing on simple 
interpretation of the visual elements of the 
site. 

Management strategies 

 Develop an interpretive strategy as part of 
the overall signage strategy for the Walk. 

 Integrate interpretive signage with that 
already provided for the Parks, as proposed 
in the Park Management Plans. 

 Provide interpretive signage on the following 
Walk sections: 
 Portland township section 
 a designated nature walk in the 

Cobboboonee Forest (e.g. Jackass Fern 
Gully) 

 a designated interpreted walk on the 
Glenelg River section 

 the Livingstone Island Nature Walk at 
Nelson 

 Cape Bridgewater township to Seal 
Colony 

 Cape Nelson, Lighthouse Reserve (to be 
developed) 

 Enchanted Forest, Nelson Bay 
 Sam’s Loop, Cape Grant 
 Smelter Nature Walk 
 Bill’s Walk, Portland Bay. 

6.4 Marketing the Walk 

Marketing involves all aspects of the overall 
presentation of the Walk to the visitor, not just 
its promotion.  Physical construction and signage 
for the Walk, considered above, is an important 
element of marketing, as is commercial co-
development, considered in Section 6.5.  This 
section addresses primarily the promotional 
aspects of marketing the Walk.  

To achieve its potential, marketing efforts for the 
Walk needed to be considerably stronger than in 
the past.  Effective marketing will increased use, 
raising the community profile and increasing the 
possibility of commercial co-development.  
Ultimately it will help attract sponsorship and 
volunteers, and new members to the Friends. 

The Walk is a hard product to sell.  Firstly, it is 
not within day travel radius of Melbourne, and 
therefore suffers the problems of all destinations 
in the further corners of the State, such as 
Orbost/Mallacoota and Mildura.  However it is 
about the same distance from Adelaide as it is 
from Melbourne, although this market has to date 
not been well addressed.   

Secondly, it is a diffuse product that is not easily 
identified.  The long walk is a very different 
product to the short walks, attracting different 
users.  Marketing for the long walk must be 
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targeted to places where long distance walkers 
seek information.  In that environment it must 
complete with other long distance walks, such as 
the Alpine Track, the Great Ocean Walk 
(Otways), Overland Track (Tasmania) and the 
Milford Track (New Zealand) and with other 
venues with plentiful walking opportunities, such 
as the Grampians. 

Thirdly, the walk is hard to sell within the tourist 
industry, although the development of cultural 
tourism and eco-tourism has provided contexts 
for its marketing.  Much of the activity of the 
tourist industry operates on personal experience 
and word of mouth, often fuelled by ‘free-bees’ 
offered by the facility operator.  As the Walk is a 
free use product, free-bees are not available.   

Marketing must be undertaken on a cooperative 
basis with other features and facilities in the 
south west region.  This means developing 
cooperative marketing links between the Friends 
Group and the other major tourist agencies and 
providers in the region: 

 Parks Victoria and the Department of 
Sustainability and Environment  

 Glenelg Shire, which is now the regional 
tourist marketing authority for the far 
southwest area (and particularly regarding  
use of the Visitor Information Centre) 

 local tourist providers and the local 
tourism associations (Portland Tourist 
Association Inc. and Discovery Coast 
Tourism Inc.) 

 local tourist service providers. 

It is essential that marketing be maintained as a 
clear focus with the Friends Group, by 
maintaining a Marketing Officer as a Committee 
position, and designating a marketing line within 
the Group’s budget. 

 

 

 

6.4.1 Local and regional market 

Much of the summer and Easter camping market 
coming to the coast at Portland and Nelson is 
relatively local, coming from a catchment in 
southwestern Victoria and southeastern South 
Australia.  This market is likely to include many 
return visitors and many who are not naturally 

inclined to walking as an activity.  However 
visitors also include some capital city residents.   

The local market is important in two ways: as 
well as including potential walkers it includes 
potential recruits to the Friends Group. 

Aims 

 Continue to market the Walk locally, to seek 
local users, users who have reached the 
south west but do not know about the Walk, 
and potential recruits to the Friends Group. 

Management strategies 

 Target local information about the walk 
both to potential walkers and to possible 
future members of the Friends Group, 
promoting involvement in the Walk as a 
sociable form of outdoor activity and 
exercise, and a social contact and outlet. 

 Ensure local tourist information outlets are 
continuously stocked with publications 
about the Walk. 

 Continue to produce a Friends Group 
newsletter and annual  activities brochure. 

 Continue to undertake occasional events, 
such as the Bush Banquet  which promote 
the Friends within the local community. 

6.4.2 Victorian and South Australian market 

To reach metropolitan markets, the Walk has to 
be promoted as part of the broader south western 
experience.  The Casual Stroller, Short and Day 
Walkers will mostly come from this market, as 
will schools and other groups that form much of 
the Overnight and Three Day Walker markets. 

Aims 

 Develop an effective distribution 
mechanism for publications about the Walk. 

 Develop cooperative marketing 
arrangements with tourist organisations 
promoting the south west, as listed above. 

Management strategies 

 Develop improved liaison with related 
tourist marketing groups, particularly the 
Glenelg Shire (as the agency marketing 
tourism on the western end of the Great 
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Ocean Road), the Portland Tourist 
Association Inc. and Discovery Coast 
Tourism Inc. 

 Mount displays about the Walk at suitable 
sites in Melbourne, probably in association 
with more general tourist marketing about 
the far south west. 

 Seek to get occasional articles in 
bushwalking and outdoors magazines (e.g. 
Wild, Australian Geographic, National 
Geographic) and in the city daily press 
travel sections. 

 Employ an independent book distributor to 
distribute saleable publications to 
appropriate bookshops and outdoor activity 
retailers, on a commission basis. 

 Market the Walk through appropriate 
special interest organisations e.g. Victoria 
National Parks Association (VNPA), Youth 
Hostels Association, bushwalking clubs, 
heath and fitness outlets. 

6.4.3 Australian and international market 

This part of the market will mainly be Big Walk 
users, coming to experience the challenge of the 
whole Walk loop.  Free travellers passing 
through the south west will be picked up by 
marketing under the previous Sections. 

Aims 

 Maintain a continued focus on international 
marketing, directed specifically to the full 
walk product. 

Management strategies 

 Continue to seek the assistance of the 
Glenelg Shire and other tourist marketing 
agencies to promote the Walk at 
international outdoor and ecotourism trade 
shows. 

 Ensure the walk has adequate entries in 
other guidebooks (such as the Lonely Planet 
Guide to Australia). 

 Continue to maintain and update the Walk 
website www.greatsouthwestwalk.com. 

6.5 Co-development and  
commercial opportunities 

The Walk is and will remain a public facility 
maintained by community action, with some 
Government financial support.  Essentially the 
scope and size of the Walk must therefore remain 
at much the scale they are now, as the available 
resources of skill and labour are fully committed 
to maintaining the present facilities. 

However the Walk offers exciting opportunities 
for further development, which will diversify the 
range of walker products by introducing new 
accommodation types, new services and possibly 
new means of accessing the areas traversed by 
the Walk. 

Aims 

 Encourage commercial co-development 
associated with the Walk. 

 Encourage entrepreneurs to identify the 
Walk in their product marketing. 

Management strategies 

 Encourage potential investors and 
entrepreneurs to define new services and 
products associated with the Walk, in 
cooperation with Parks Victoria and the 
Friends, rather than pre-defining tendering 
set piece opportunities. 

 Consider the benefits and commercial value 
of registering the name and logo ‘Great 
South West Walk’, for both present and 
future use.  Obtain registration if 
warranted.   

6.5.1 Accommodation 

A number of walks that provide international 
competition to the Great South West Walk are 
based on provision of accommodation at regular 
distances along the walk, as camps are provided 
along this Walk.  While these walks are located 
in colder, less hospitable climates than south 
west Victoria, the concept is of value here.  It 
allows walkers to do an overnight or longer walk 
without having to carry a heavy pack.  It also 
provides protection in poor weather, which 
lengthens the potential walking season, although 
other questions are raised—the capability of the 
tracks surface to withstand wet weather use, and 
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the broad seasonal pattern of Australian holidays, 
with most users visiting the area at Christmas 
and Easter. 

In three places accommodation already exists 
close to the Walk: Portland, Nelson and Cape 
Bridgewater.  Portland and Nelson have a range 
of accommodation (including caravans, camping 
parks, cabins, back-packer hostels, motels and 
bed and breakfast establishments).  
Accommodation at Cape Bridgewater is limited, 
with a Bed and Breakfast and a school camp, the 
latter would only provide accommodation for 
walkers if not otherwise booked.  Some 
accommodation is also available at the Nelson 
Lightstation complex; this is to be leased for 
further commercial development. 

Aims 

 Encourage development of huts providing 
accommodation along the walk where land 
managers agree, as commercial co-
developments. 

 Encourage managers and owners of private 
land adjoining the Parks and Forest to 
investigate opportunities to provide 
additional campsites or accommodation, on 
the lands they manage, for visitors using the 
Great South West Walk. 

 Encourage further development of township 
accommodation servicing the Walk. 

Management strategies 

 Encourage potential entrepreneurs to 
examine: 
 development of a hut system servicing the 

whole Walk as a single commercial 
opportunity (a ‘dispersed guesthouse’ 
concept) 

 alternatively, huts for a section of the walk 
providing a 2 - 3 day walk from hut to hut 

 differing levels of services at the huts 
(whether basic back-packer bed 
accommodation and self catering, or a 
higher standard of accommodation, with 
meals provided, or a mix of the two) 

 the best locations for huts11 
 all approvals and planning requirements 
 all financial aspects.. 

 Be prepared to develop spur tracks to huts 
and related signage, to provide 
accommodation that may be some distance 
from the current site of the Walk. 

 Encourage existing accommodation 
providers to examine opportunities for 
providing walker accommodation as a part 
of their operation. 

6.5.2 Services 

As well as accommodation there are a number of 
types of service that may be attractive to parts of 
the walker market.  Again, the range of 
possibilities is very wide, and ultimately the 
choice of enterprise should be left to the relevant 
entrepreneur, based on his interests and abilities 
and his assessment of the market.  What is 
important is to specify any limitations that might 
be placed upon enterprises, either to maintain the 
character of the Walk or to ensure maintenance 
requirements are not increased unduly.  If an 
enterprise does create an excessive maintenance 
load it should be required to contribute the cost 
of the increased maintenance, which will ensure 
that maintenance is adequately assessed. 

Essentially four areas of service are envisaged at 
the present time: 

 Equipment hire, including canoes, etc. 
 Provending, providing supplies to Walkers 

at pre-arranged points along the Walk 
 Transport, including transport to the 

various starting points for sections of the 
Walk, as well as transport to the locality 
generally; one possibility is bicycle 
transport between Nelson and Portland 
(Section 6.2) 

 Guided walking, where a group leader 
takes a group along the Walk. 

The list is not exhaustive and is not meant to 
exclude other possibilities.  Multiple services 
could also be provided, such as walking tours 
involving provision and transport of camping 
and cooking equipment to the camps, providing 
and cooking food, transporting walkers to the 
starting point and arranging pick-up, and 
providing leadership and interpretive information 
while on the Walk itself.   

As a service to walkers, the Friends Group has 
transported walkers to various starting points 
and/or collected them from end points.  While 
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this work of the Friends may be highlighting a 
demand from walkers, this transport role may be 
exposing the Friends Group to public liability 
and insurance concerns. 

Note that entrepreneurs providing recreational 
services in National Park areas require a 
Commercial Tour Operators Permit from Parks 
Victoria; these permits generally are issued with 
conditions relating to protecting the environment, 
ensuring the use (usually a group activity) does 
not conflict with other users of the area, and 
indemnifying Parks Victoria against public risk. 

Aims 

 Encourage the provision of commercial 
services associated with the Walk.  

 Ensure that commercial services and users 
of these services do not spoil the Walk for 
other users. 

Management strategies  

 Maintain the following restrictions on use of 
the Walk and ensure potential service 
providers are aware of them: 
 keep the walk for walkers only; encourage 

horse riders and mountain bike riders to 
use other paths in the areas where they 
are permitted (Cobboboonee State Forest, 
tracks where permitted in Lower Glenelg 
NP and Mt Richmond NP, and on sections 
of the beach in Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park) 

 group sizes must be within the sizes of the 
camps; if tours are operating in peak 
visitor periods group sizes must leave 
room for other camp users. 

 Be prepared to negotiate management 
facility requirements with operators (eg. 
storage sheds, extra group camp sites etc., 
as required, the operator to secure and 
maintain these facilities in good condition). 

 Invite Glenelg River boating operators to 
examine the possibility of providing a 
service to take walkers across the River to 
the Princes Margaret Rose Caves, (both to 
see the caves and to use cabin 
accommodation with hot showers). 

 The Friends Group should fully explore all 
ramifications of undertaking additional 
roles such as transporting walkers. 

6.6 Protecting the environment and 
cultural values 

Maintenance of the Walk and its values in the 
long term requires continuing attention to 
environmental protection.  This is also an 
important aspect of the broader management of 
the park and forest areas the track passes 
through. 

Environmental protection, once a particular piece 
of the Walk is established and in use, is a 
question of good track and facility maintenance.  
Where deviations to the track and other new 
facilities are proposed (whether by the Friends, 
Parks Victoria or potential commercial co-
developers) protection of environmental and 
cultural values is a critical element of 
development planning.   

With recent legislative changes, Native Title 
applicants must be notified and approve of any 
proposed new works. 

As mentioned in Section 4.3, Aboriginal 
archaeological sites and occurrences of rare and 
threatened flora and fauna are common and 
significant throughout the south west coastal 
area, and must be protected. 

Aims 

 Protect environmental and cultural values 
during any construction projects related to 
the Walk.  

 

Management strategies 

 As part of planning for all route 
modifications, camp site relocations and 
commercial facility developments, 
undertake site surveys to identify rare and 
threatened plants at the site, and Aboriginal 
archaeological values.  

 When route modifications, camp site 
relocations and commercial facility 
developments are proposed, utilise the 
relevant land manager’s processes to notify 
Native Title applicants, to obtain Coastal 
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Management Act consent,  to ensure 
compliance with the Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 1999 and to ensure compliance with 
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Actions 
Statements.  

 Undertake surveys for known proposed 
developments (as set out in this Strategy) as 
a consolidated task. 

 Plan developments so as to protect 
environmental and cultural values; if 
necessary, select an alternative site (and 
further assess its environmental and 
cultural values) or design works to ensure 
the relevant environmental and cultural 
elements are protected. 

 Maintain liaison with the relevant 
Aboriginal community (currently the Winda 
Mara Aboriginal Corporation at Heywood) 
regarding protection of archaeological sites 
along the Walk, and in relation to any new 
developments. 

6.7 Maintenance and routine 
management 

The bulk of routine maintenance for the Walk 
falls to the Friends, and forms the major part of 
their activity program.  Some two thirds of the 
Friends Committee is involved in maintenance; 
for some members Walk maintenance is the 
major activity in their retirement. 

Maintenance is labour intensive.  Tasks include 
mowing the grass or understorey, clearing 
overhanging vegetation, repairing surface 
damage caused through wear, wind and water 
erosion, maintenance and safety of built 
facilities, operative maintenance on mechanical 
facilities (water supplies etc.), and repair of 
vandalism.  Although manual in nature, the work 
requires a good deal of skill in track construction 
and erosion control procedures, carpentry (on 
bridges and platforms), and a sensitive attitude to 
the work, both to assure quality presentation and 
environmental protection.   

A Friends works and maintenance officer 
maintains a schedule of works required and 
knows the skills of members at various types of 
work.  He organises Friends working bees and 
activity days to get the work done; other 

members assist with works costing.  Labour is 
also contributed by participants on Community 
Based Service Orders.  Generally Parks Victoria 
or Departmental approval is organised for works 
on Crown land without difficulty, and a high 
level of liaison is maintained.  The Friends need 
to maintain these organisational skills to keep 
maintenance of the Walk running smoothly, 
which re-emphasises the importance of the 
Friends in the overall strategic maintenance of 
the Walk. 

Works on the Walk are funded through Parks 
Victoria’s Community Grants. The sources of 
other grant funding depend on the particular 
Government programs current at any one time.  
Community and local business donations, often 
of materials or services, have also been 
extremely important. 

Maintenance requires ongoing funds for 
materials and maintenance of equipment.   

Aims 

 Ensure best practice maintenance 
procedures are adopted and that 
maintenance work does not impact on 
environmental and cultural values. 

 Continue to maintain the Walk through the 
activity of the Friends, supported by land 
managers. 

 Maintain ongoing Parks Victoria support for 
the Friends activities on the Walk, as a cost 
effective means of providing regional tourist 
facilities on Crown land. 

 

Management strategies 

 Adopt Parks Victoria’s design, construction 
and compliance  standards for all works. 

 Develop a twelve monthly works plan  that 
can be used to assist in any  application for 
funding. 

 Develop an annual Action Plan which 
identifies high priority items from this 
Management Strategy, which will be 
addressed over the following year. 

 Continuously review maintenance methods 
to determine methods that give the best 
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balance between labour input and outputs 
of track quality and environmental 
protection. 

 In particular, adopt / avoid the following 
maintenance practices: 
 ensure mowers are cleaned of potential 

weed seeds before moving from weedy 
grass areas to weed free vegetation; 
investigate the use of high pressure water 
cleaners) 

 in areas where vandalism is an occasional 
problem use vandal resistant materials 
and surfaces.  Where it is a common 
occurrence use relatively disposable 
materials that can be easily replaced. 

 replace all vandalised items immediately 
and remove all graffiti as soon as it is 
discovered (use anti-graffiti surfaces) 

 use undercoats and primers on painted 
surfaces, to reduce the rate of paint 
deterioration (the handrails on the Fitzroy 
River Bridge are an example of where this 
was not done; paint has deteriorated 
completely within three years—stripping 
back will be a major task 

 consider the use of wood surfacing 
products to increase the life of platforms 
and other facilities on the exposed sea 
coast 

 replace dead plants in revegetation areas. 

 Continue to have the major focus of the 
Friends Group on maintenance and further 
development of the Walk.  Ensure that 
commercial operators are responsible for 
any maintenance associated with their 
operations. 

 Continue to accept the offer to  use 
participants on Community Based Service 
Orders; provide appropriate supervision. 

6.8 Safety and risk management  

6.8.1 Public safety 
 
The Walk is a relatively safe facility, with few 
reports of accidents.  A number of aspects are, 
however, potentially hazardous: 

 a risk of less experienced long distance 
walkers becoming lost.  A number of 
residents on farms near the Walk reported 
that groups (mostly unaccompanied 

teenagers) come to the farm houses, lost 
and often approaching exhaustion, but still 
a long way from the end of the day’s walk 
segment.  This is reported to occur perhaps 
five times per year. 

 a risk of leg injuries to unfit walkers 
carrying heavy packs over the soft sand of 
Discovery Bay Beach (reported as hearsay 
from a physiotherapist at Warrnambool, 
who has treated such injuries) 

 a risk of rough seas washing up the beach 
and dragging walkers (unbalanced with 
heavy packs) into the surf—actual 
occurrences seem not to have been 
reported, but the potential risk has been 
observed) 

 falls from cliffs, particularly on Cape 
Bridgewater and Cape Nelson 

 summer wildfire in the forest areas—
protection provisions are very limited, 
particularly in the Cobboboonee State 
Forest. 

The Walk is being increasingly used as a 
challenge in youth leadership and self esteem 
programs (e.g. the Duke of Edinburgh Awards), 
posing a potential risk to walkers who are ill-
prepared for the rigours of long distance walking. 

While the Victoria Police are ultimately 
responsible for public safety, the relevant land 
manager and the Friends have an onus to ensure 
the Walk is a safe facility and that all potential 
risks are known to walkers. The land manager 
and the Friends Group might be jointly liable for 
any injury that occurred on the Walk.  

While on the Parks Victoria and DSE-managed 
estate, individual members of the Friends come 
under broad volunteer indemnity policies 
maintained by Parks Victoria and DSE for their 
maintenance / construction works. However the 
Friends Group itself is not indemnified by 
insurance provided by Parks Victoria or DSE. 

Prior to 1996, the Department of Natural 
Resources and Environment provided public 
liability insurance for all landowners over whose 
properties the Walk traversed.  However with the 
split of DNRE into Parks Victoria and the 
Department of Sustainability and Environment, 
the same public liability cover has not been 
maintained.  To protect both landowners and the 
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Friends Group, it is essential that insurance cover 
is current over the entire route of the Walk. 

Mobile telephone communications on the Walk 
have severe limitations.  The Portland Visitor 
Information Centre provides a toll free number 
for walkers to check in.  This can be used as a 
precautionary check from Nelson, and to sign off 
on completed trips.  However some mobile 
phones loose coverage depending on the terrain.  
Walkers would require more specialised 
equipment to maintain radio-telephone contact 
on other parts of the Walk—Parks Victoria and 
SES staff have these connections in their 
vehicles. 

Aims 

 Promote and encourage safe practices 
among Walk users. 

 Maintain a high standard of safety for all 
visitor facilities. 

 Ensure land managers, individual Friends 
Group members and the entity that is 
FGSWW are adequately protected from 
litigation. 

Management strategies 

 Undertake a complete safety audit of the 
Walk, implement recommendations.  Review 
the audit every five years. 

 Subject all camp sites and facilities to 
annual safety inspections; ensure they are 
maintained in a safe condition. 

 Ensure structures, signs etc conform to 
Australian Standards. 

 Maintain safety and indemnity provisions in 
all agreements with commercial operators.  
Require operators to explain relevant risks 
to visitors. 

 Provide information to walkers so they can 
appreciate the risks of activities they 
undertake. 

 Encourage walkers (particularly school 
groups) to be properly prepared for the 
challenges they will face on longer walks, 
including the needs for a high level of 
fitness.. 

 Provide a phone number to adjacent 
resident land holders, for a contact to 
collect distressed walker groups.  

 Maintain the system of log books at all 
camps, and trip notification books at the 
Portland and Nelson Visitor Information 
Centres. 

 Maintain the toll-free call-back system at 
the Portland Visitor Information Centre to 
tick off completed journeys; mention to 
walkers and include in publications. 

 Ensure land managers are aware of their 
public liability responsibilities and have 
adequately protected themselves and 
FGSWW. 

 Friends Group to obtain appropriate 
insurance cover to protect the organisation 
from insurance claims. 

 

6.8.2 Occupational Health and Safety 

The Occupational Health and Safety Act states:  
“Every employer and every self-employed 
person shall ensure that as far as is practicable 
that persons are not exposed to risks to their 
health or safety arising from the conduct of the 
undertaking of the employer or self-employed 
person.” 

Volunteers under “direct supervision” of land 
managers are subject to the relevant sections of 
the OHS Act.  Friends groups who are 
accountable for their own members, act within 
the overall framework agreed by the land 
managers. 

Land managers have a duty of care in relation to 
the safety and well-being of volunteers. 

Aims 

 Ensure workplaces are safe and without 
risks to the health of volunteers. 

 Adopt the OHS practices utilised by the 
relevant land manager. 

 Ensure volunteers are insured by relevant 
land managers when undertaking works on 
their land. 

Management Strategies 
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 Friends Group and land managers must 
ensure that volunteers take care and avoid 
risks to their safety and well being. 

 Prior to work being undertaken by 
volunteers, the land manager will assess 
the task and put appropriate risk control 
measures in place. 

 Volunteers will be matched to tasks that 
suit their physical abilities, fitness and 
experience.  Volunteers will be encouraged 
to recognise and not exceed their 
individual physical and skill limits. 

 To operate vehicles, plant or equipment, 
volunteers must have the appropriate 
licences, competency standards or 
accreditations required under the 
Occupational Health and Safety 
(Certification of Plant Users and 
Operators) Regulations 1994. 

 Where required, protective clothing and 
equipment is to be provided to volunteers 
in accordance with risk control measures 
determined by the supervisor for the 
specific task.  Volunteers may provide their 
own equipment, provided it meets all 
required Australian Standards, and is 
cleaned, maintained and repaired or 
discarded if damaged. 

 Land managers will provide appropriate 
initial and ongoing safety information for 
volunteers to advise them of any safety 
risks and how to avoid injury. 

 Volunteers must comply with relevant 
safety instructions and requirements or 
they will not be engaged in further 
volunteer works. 

 In the event of an incident/hazard/injury 
involving a volunteer, the land managers 
reporting and investigation procedures will 
apply. 

 Friends Group to liaise with relevant land 
managers (including private landowners) 
to ensure appropriate insurance cover for 
volunteers and the work of volunteers. 

6.9 Roles of contributing 
organisations 

The three major contributors to the Walk are 
Parks Victoria, Department of Sustainability and 
Environment and the Friends Group.  Other 
groups are generally involved whether by 
providing occasional inputs of labour or 
donations, of money or materials.  Increasing the 
role of commercial operators providing services 
will become a part of the Walk.   

The respective roles of the contributing 
organisations are: 

Parks Victoria 

 Principal land manager 
 Liaison with friends groups and users 
 Attendance at General Committee and 

Sub-Committee meetings 
 Evaluation of works proposals to ensure 

environmental, cultural, safety and 
suitability criteria are achieved; issue of 
works approvals 

 Assistance in preparing applications for 
grant funding 

 Contributing to funding for sections of the 
Walk through the PV estate through 
programs such as PV Community Grants 

 Awareness of potential walkers before 
implementing fuel reduction burns 

 Development of Search and Evacuation 
Plans to be implemented in response to 
wildfires 

 Leasing of sites or facilities 
 Approval of commercial operations 
 Supervision of works crews employed 

under Government funding 
 Ranger patrols 
 Occupiers liability 

Department of Sustainability and 
Environment 

 Land manager for sections of the Walk 
through State Forest 

 Evaluation of works proposals to ensure 
environmental, cultural, safety and 
suitability criteria are achieved; issue of 
works approvals 

 Contributing to funding for sections of the 
Walk through the DSE estate 

 Awareness of potential walkers before 
implementing fuel reduction burns 
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 Development of Search and Evacuation 
Plans to be implemented in response to 
wildfires 

 Leasing of sites or facilities 
 Approval of commercial operations 
 Supervision of works crews employed 

under Government funding 
 Liaison with friends groups and users 
 Forest Officer patrols 
 Occupiers liability 

Glenelg Shire 
 

 Land manager for sections of the Walk 
around Portland city 

 Contributing to funding for sections of the 
Walk through the Shire estate 

 Assistance with construction equipment 
 Tourist promotion and information centre 
 Occupiers liability 

Private land holders 
 

 Landlord to Walk sections 
 Possible voluntary assistance with 

maintenance 
 Occupiers liability  

Friends of the Great South West Walk 
 

 Initiative to maintain and develop the 
Walk, subject to land manager’s approvals 

 Applications for grant funding 
 Route planning and development 
 Walk and camp maintenance 
 Fund raising 
 Promotion and marketing 
 Public liability 

Victoria Police 

 Responsible for public safety including               
search and rescue operations 

Winda Mara Aboriginal Corporation  
 

 Advice on cultural site management  
 Involvement in site protection work 
 Potential for commercial provision of 

cultural interpretive services 

Government funding sources 
 

 Provision of grant funding 

 Responsibility to own program objectives 
(unemployment relief etc.) 

 Monitoring effectiveness of use of funds 
 Vicarious liability 

Sponsors 
 

 Provision of materials or funding, often in 
return for promotional outlet 

 Vicarious liability  

Commercial operators 
 

 Provision of extra, non-basic services on 
the Walk 

 Voluntary expectation to contribute to 
maintenance 

 Requirement to have proper approvals and 
maintain liaison with the Friends and 
Parks Victoria 

 Duty of care liability. 

6.10 Financing growth and 
development 

Over the years there has been a major investment 
in the Walk to bring it to its current standard.  
Further investment is needed to bring the Walk 
to the standard envisaged in this strategy. 

Funding to the volunteer group provides a lot of 
financial leverage.  In recent projects the ratio of 
materials investment to total project value 
(including all volunteer labour at market rates) is 
between 1:20 to 1:30.  So $20,000 invested into 
materials in a program allows a total investment 
of labour equivalent to about $ 0.4 – 0.6 million.   

As mentioned previously, funding has come 
from: 

 Departmental grants and minor 
contributions of materials 

 Program grants from other Departments,  
 Sponsorship, both money and materials 
 Donations from walkers 
 Donations from commercial users  
 Fund raising efforts (not seen as cost 

effective to provide the scale of funds 
needed for the Walk). 

Competition for grant funding  has increased and 
it can be more difficult to attract funding for the 
Walk given that it has been established for over 
25 years. 
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The one area reported to be a current source of 
funding is State and Federal funding for regional 
tourist development.  Funds would be allocated 
in ways that have clear economic multiplier 
effects.  The sources of these funds, projects 
likely to be funded and methods of application 
require further research.  However support for 
co-development of accommodation may be 
attractive. 

The Walk already relies heavily on local 
sponsorship, and this must be maintained.  
Generally the word of mouth reward appears to 
have been sufficient attraction for sponsors in the 
Portland area, but if sponsorship is to be drawn 
from further afield than much clearer rewards 
will have to be provided. 

This preliminary strategy will itself be a vehicle 
for obtaining continuing funding for the Walk 
and will form a background document to most 
funding submissions.  

Aims 

 Maintain a diversity of funding sources. 

 Reduce reliance on Government grants as a 
funding source. 

Management strategies 

 Develop a more detailed funding strategy. 

 Investigate opportunities to receive funding 
directly from Commercial Tour Operators 
as part of Government licensing 
arrangements. 

 Continue to utilise Government (State and 
Commonwealth) and private sector funding 
programs for new work opportunities on the 
Walk.  Develop project details on the basis 
of proposals in this Strategy, ready for 
submission to funding agencies. 

 Maintain liaison with current 
Commonwealth and State programs to 
ensure funding applications have the 
greatest chance of success. 

 Develop a sponsorship policy and package 
to attract new major sponsors to the Walk.  
Offer Walk sections, short walks and camps 
as sponsorship opportunities.  Anticipate 
naming rights and other promotional outlets 
as sponsorship rewards. 

 Consider inclusion of appropriate 
advertising in Walk publications. 

 Balance the use of purchased commercial 
services  against the suitability and 
availability of equivalent volunteer services.  
Use volunteer services whenever available 
and suitable, but be prepared to use 
commercial services where required (e.g. 
for marketing and brochure preparation).  
Prefer local services. 

 Continue to attract local sponsorship, 
business support and donations in kind. 

 Investigate opportunities for private sector 
benefactor funding, on a long term basis. 

 

6.11 Accommodation 

The Friends Group has never had a central base 
from which their operations can be managed.  
Private residences and meeting rooms at 
Government and private buildings have provided 
the venue for meetings.  Equipment is stored in 
private sheds and machinery is left in the open.  
No agreements exist between the Friends Group 
and private owners for the use of their facilities 
and volunteers often feel that they are imposing 
on the owners.  Facilities for the manufacture of 
furniture on days of extreme weather are limited.  
Information such as meeting minutes, library 
books and saleable items are stored at a number 
of locations.  

The development of  a central base for the Group 
is seen as advantageous for ongoing maintenance 
activities and administration.  As well, it is 
believed that a permanent base will encourage  
recruitment and a contact point for the Group. 

 

Aims 

 Develop a central base for the Groups 
activities. 

Management Strategies 

 Establish, in co-operation with land 
managers (especially the Glenelg Shire 
Council) a base for the operation of the 
Friends Group.
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7. LONG TERM STRATEGY: FURTHER INVESTIGATION  

Through the previous chapters a number of 
studies have been identified as being required to 
develop a properly based management strategy 
for the Walk.  These studies cover quite different 
elements of the Walk’s operation.   

The studies will form the basis for planning a 
long term strategy for the Walk.  In this section 
the studies are consolidated and further details of 
study requirements are set out.  A broad 
indication of the cost of the studies is given.   

Generally the studies should aim to achieve the 
following outcomes: 

 provide information to refine planning for 
walk facilities or marketing strategies 

 further develop elements of this strategic 
plan 

 develop the detail of Walk facilities 
 facilitate approval of further developments 
 provide operating guidelines to assist with 

training staff and volunteers. 

The following study proposals are set out as a 
logical sequence of works and should be tackled 
in the order indicated: together they will provide 
a comprehensive strategy for the long term future 
of the Walk. 

7.1 Market research - user surveys 

Study objectives:   
 To further define the walker market 
 To identify needs and desires of walkers 
 To refine the Walk products 
 To provide soundly based data on 

economic effects, for future funding 
submissions. 

Visitor statistics calibration.  There is 
substantial data on numbers of users in the log 
book entries, but this has never been fully 
summarised.  The log books are known to under-
represent all categories of walkers, but are 
particularly poor at capturing data on casual and 
short walk walkers.  Studies include: 

 Log book data collation.  Review 
historical log book records, collate visitor 
numbers and apply calculated corrections 
to obtain an indication of the level of 
visitor use.   

 A count of visitor numbers, on heavily 
used Walk sections (e.g. the Seal Platform 
access and Blowholes to the Springs, at 
Cape Bridgewater, and around Cape 
Nelson, Smelter Nature Walk) 

 Statistical analysis.  Tally log book data to 
obtain simple time based profiles of use. 

Market research.  A full market research study 
based on identifying and surveying potential 
walkers does not seem feasible, as sampling 
would be a major difficulty.  Much more 
effective would be to survey groups who have 
been on the Walk, both short and long distance 
walkers, to find out: 

 what circumstances caused them to 
undertake the Walk  

 whether and why they enjoyed/disliked the 
Walk 

 what facilities they used 
 how the Walk could be improved. 

A combination of questionnaires and focus 
groups is suggested to obtain both statistical 
overview and in depth perception data. 

7.2 Route options  —  environmental 
impacts 

Study objectives:   
 To identify potential environmental 

(principally archaeological and botanical) 
impacts of proposed Walk developments 

 To revise designs to eliminate / ameliorate 
impacts 

 To provide a secure environmental basis 
for applications for development. 

This study would define the impacts of proposed 
route options, and address any unacceptable 
impacts.  It would consult as needed to gain 
agreement to route changes.  Archaeological and 
botanical investigations are needed in all cases.  
The botanical investigation may identify habitat 
requirements that require further faunal 
investigation.  The work should be integrated 
with facility design, so that design changes can 
also be assessed. 
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7.3 Facility standards and design 

Study objective: 
 to direct action to improvement of facility 

standards and walker safety. 

This study is in three parts: 
 Facilities.  Examine existing facilities, 

standards, location, suitability etc.  
Determine key strategic sites for facility 
improvement. 

 Risks.  Identify current risks to walker 
safety (ie cliffs) along the Walk  that may 
impact on siting of facilities or the route of 
the track. 

 Design character and standards.  
Review other long route walking tracks to 
determine possible improvements to the 
strategic framework of the route.   

7.4 Marketing strategy 

Study objective: 
 to optimise the effectiveness of marketing 

and promotional activity 
 to gain increased visitation to the Walk 

and longer stays, by improving 
information availability and pre-visit 
preparedness. 

Develop a detailed framework for promoting the 
Walk as a part of the tourism potential of the 
south west region. The study will examine the 
Walk, its potential, opportunities for investment, 
relationships with other tourism opportunities 
and regional linkages, relationships to the 
broader tourist industry, potential for associated 
accommodation and other tourist infrastructure 
developments, and associated impact 
management.  The project would liaise with 
other parties in the Victorian Tourist Industry, as 
required. 

 

 

 

 

7.5 Information and interpretive 
strategy 

 

Study objective: 
 to develop a Walk sign plan in 

consultation with relevant land managers 
 to prepare materials for interpretive signs, 

first at a concept level then for sign 
production  

 to prepare publications for the Walk. 

The basis for this study was set out in Section 
6.2.4.  The study is to develop promotional and 
information brochures, together with directional 
and interpretive signage that are principal 
features of the Walk.  It includes: 

 Sign plan.  A full plan for signage on the 
walk, specifying details of content and 
style for informational signage. 

 Interpretive strategy.  Develops themes for 
publications and interpretive signage. 

 Production projects: to produce the content 
of sets of signs and individual publications 
(each sign series or publication is a 
separate project). 

7.6 Final strategy 

As information is acquired from these studies it 
would be useful to pull together all the study 
elements and update this Great South West Walk 
Management Strategy. 

7.7 Strategy implementation 

As a basis for managing the overall strategic 
framework the Walk, the items in this strategy 
have been converted into a works program 
database (Table 4), covering development and 
maintenance, study projects, related actions.  
This will be continually updated and will form 
the basis for managing funding and fund raising 
requirements, including development of a 5 – 10 
year forward budget.  This brings all of the study 
elements together at an operational level and 
ensures critical actions are not forgotten along 
the way. 
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APPENDIX – INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANISATIONS CONSULTED 

This appendix lists individuals consulted during preparation of the Preliminary Strategy.  Their 
assistance is greatly appreciated.  Some 22 people attended a workshop on the Walk on 24 March 
1996; they are not included in the list unless they were also consulted individually during the project. 

Parks Victoria Far South West Park Management Area  
Peter Novotny Chief Ranger (Project Steering Committee) 
Kym Schramm Ranger in Charge, Portland  (Project Steering Committee) 
Marcel Hoog Antink Ranger, Mt Richmond 
Bruce Mackereth Ranger in Charge, Nelson (Project Steering Committee) 
Don McCarthy Ranger, Discovery Bay Coastal Park  

Forest Service, Far South West Forest Management Area  
Rob ‘Cubby’ Walter Forest Officer, Heywood 

Head Office, East Melbourne  
Paul Albone Tourism Officer 
Val Polley Manager, Volunteer Programs  
 

Friends of the Great South West Walk  
Trevor Adams Friends Committee (Project Steering Committee) 
Peter Manley Friends Committee (and Project Steering Committee) 
Sam Bruton Friends Committee (works planning) 
Bill Golding Friends Committee (works officer) 
Gwen Bennett Secretary, Friends Committee 
 

Glenelg Shire 
Jeff Baulch  Ex-Commissioner (Project Steering Committee) 
Neil Buckingham Manager, Economic Development and Planning 
Lelia Popp Senior town Planner 
Robyn Hughes Promotions Officer 
Carrie Templeton Visitor Information Officer 
 

South west business community 
Lex Chalmers South West Tourism Victoria. Inc., Portland 
Phil and Sue Arnold Sea View Guesthouse, Cape Bridgewater 
Sue Carrison Nelson Tourist Association, Nelson 
 

Consultants 
Tony Kelly Strategic Australia Pty Ltd(study team, marketing) 
Jill Orr-Young Landscape Architect (study team) 
Geoff Carr Ecology Australia Pty Ltd , (botanist, study team) 
Mike Godfrey La Trobe University (archaeologist, study team) 
Dave Huxtable Interpetations consultant (preparing walk brochure) 
 

Others 
Louise Hislop Bridgewater Bay Coast Action 
Max Heininger Land holder, Nelson 
Wayne Kayler-Thompson Tourism Victoria, General Manager Tourist Development 
Martin Schultz University of New England (birdwatcher, beaches) 
Doug Humann Victorian National Parks Association, Executive Officer) 
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1. NOTES 

1 Parks Victoria was established in December 1996 and took over the Department of Natural Resources and 
Environment’s park management functions, as a service provider to the Director, National Parks. 

2 The support of Portland Aluminium Pty Ltd in providing their training facility for the workshop is greatly 
appreciated. 

3 Much of the material for this section is taken from notes of the First Friends Annual General Meeting (Anon. 
1984). 

4 A marker on the Walk in Cape Nelson State Park recognises the involvement of these agencies.  Placed to 
commemorate opening of a track section in 1984, it is of particular historical significance, representing 
perhaps the last symbol of cooperation of these separate Departments under a Labor Minister (Mr. Rod 
McKenzie), prior to their amalgamation into the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, later in that 
year. 

5 The original Departments were merged to form the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands in 1984; 
this has since been renamed the Department of Conservation and Environment (1989), the Department of 
Conservation and Natural Resources (1992) the Department of Natural Resources and Environment (April 
1996) and most recently (December 1996) Parks Victoria has taken over the Park management tasks of the 
Department as a service provider.  With each name change other agencies, relevant to different aspects of 
natural resource management but not affecting the principal land management functions, were added to the 
Department.  There has also been extensive internal restructure within the Department, so that the land 
manager originally known as the National Parks Service (to 1984), became known as the National Parks 
Division, the National Parks and Wildlife Division, the National Parks and Public Land Division; again the 
National Parks Service and now Parks Victoria.  Locally, the land manager was known as the Southwest 
District (NPS), Portland Region (CNR, DCE) and now the Far South West Park Management Area of the 
South West Area (CNR, NRE).  Parks Victoria has retained this area name as part of its Victoria West 
Region.   

6 The major items are Friends of the Great South West Walk (1994a,b), Friends of the Great South West Walk 
and others (1994) and Friends of the Great South West Walk and Portland Aluminium (1994). 

7 This spelling is chosen, relatively arbitrarily, from among at least ten different spellings for this site, seen on 
maps and signs during the study.  There is no local agreement on the correct usage of this Aboriginal name.  
Other common variants include Monebeong, Mombeong, Mombong and Bong Bong. 

8 Calculated by adding segment distances in the strip map brochure (Friends of the Great South West Walk 
1994). 

9 See the relevant Park Management Plans (Parks Victoria 1997 and Department of Conservation and 
Environment 1991) for lists of rare and threatened plants. 

10 See also The Visitor Facilities and Infrastructure Standards Manual (CNR 1995). 

11 Known potential locations include the south west corner of the private in-lier in Cape Nelson State Park. 
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TABLE 2    GREAT SOUTH WEST WALK - TRACK MAINTENANCE  

TRACK  / SECTION CLASS 
CURRENT / PLANNED 

COMMENTS ACTIONS 

    

City of Portland 2 / 2  Maintain directional signage 

Point Danger 4 / 4  Maintain directional signage 

Portland Aluminium 2 / 2 Short sealed section. Access 
via Gannet colony caraprk. 

Maintain access for mobility-
impaired. 

Nelson Bay – Sam’s Loop, 
Crayfish Bay 

4/4   

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park—Nelson Bay 

4 / 4 Coastal walk with several 
viewing platforms and 
numerous links to Scenic 
Drive.  The Enchanted 
Forest is popular 
destination. 

Maintain viewing points and access 
from Scenic Drive.  Assess impact of 
wind towers – relocate Mallee Camp 
if required. 

Cape Nelson State Park 4 / 4 Has two existing options 
namely through lighthouse 
precinct or excluding 
lighthouse. 

Skirts Cape Nelson cliffs.  Maintain.  
Arrangements for access to 
lighthouse precinct to be confirmed 
with proposed lessee. 

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park - Shelley Beach 

3 / 3 Coastal access, viewing, 
fishing, surfing.   

 

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park—Bridgewater Bay  

4 / 4 Coastal erosion impacting 
on foredunes 

Relocate track from Shelley Beach 
carpark to Bridgewater Bay beach.   

Discovery Bay Coastal 
park - Seal Colony access 

3 / 3 Steepest walk in the region; 
traverses freehold land in 
part, heavy use.  Recently 
upgraded.   

Maintain.  Provide interpretive signs.   

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park—Seal Colony to 
Petrified Forest— Petrified 
Forest to The Blowholes 

4 / 4–2 
 (as appropriate) 

Mostly accessed from The 
Blowholes; provides access 
to the Petrified Forest.  
Receives much use. 

Maintain.  Improve disabled access 
from The Blowholes to Petrified 
Forest.   

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park—The Blowholes to 
Springs (popular short 
walk)— Springs to Blacks 
Beach 

4 / 4–3  
(as appropriate) 

Mostly accessed from The 
Blowholes; provides access 
to the Springs, heavy use.   
Wind erosion impacting on 
track.  

Investigate options to control erosion. 

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park - Bridgewater Lakes 
beach access 

4 / 4  Maintain safe access to the beach for 
walkers.  Investigate options to 
realign existing track; close off 
existing badly eroded access track, 
stabilise and revegetate if alternative 
track is developed (sections 6.3 and 
6.8).   

Mount Richmond National 
Park 

4 / 4 

 

Parallel with Telegraph 
Road, Whites Track, West 
Walk, Old South Boundary 
Track, Emu Hill Track, 
Hanns Track and Mortons 
Track. 

Maintain and improve directional 
signage, particularly at track corners 
and junctions. 

TRACK  / SECTION CLASS 
CURRENT / PLANNED 

COMMENTS ACTIONS 
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Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park—Discovery Bay 
(inland loop, Swan Lake 
Camp to Mt Richmond) 

4 / 4 Sheltered walk through 
forest.  Partly on freehold 
land.   

Maintain.   

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park—Discovery Bay 

4 / 4 Unformed walk along 
beach.   

Maintain.   

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park - Lake Monibeong 
(beach to camp) 

4 / 4 Short walk through dunes 
and coastal vegetation.   

Maintain.   

Discovery Bay Coastal 
Park - Glenelg River 
Estuary 

2 / 2 Access to Glenelg River 
Estuary overlook.   

Maintain.   

Lower Glenelg National 
Park 

4 / 4  Maintain 

Cobboboonee State Forest 4 / 4  Maintain 

Heathmere to Allestree to 
Portland 

4 / 4  Maintain directional signage, 
particularly at track corners and 
junctions. 

 

Key to Australian Standards Classification for tracks: 

Grade 1 Large number of visitors with high level of interpretation facilities. 

Grade 2 Opportunity for a large number of visitors to walk easily in a natural environment with a moderate level of 
interpretation and facilities. 

Grade 3 Opportunity to walk in relatively undisturbed natural environments, requiring moderate levels of fitness and care.  
Low levels of interpretation and facilities. 

Grade 4 Opportunity for visitors to explore and discover natural environments along distinct tracks with minimal if any 
facilities. 

Grade 5 Opportunity for those with advanced outdoor knowledge and skills to find their own way along often-indistinct trails 
to more remote locations. 

Grade 6 Opportunity for highly experienced walkers to explore remote and potentially hazardous natural areas without 
reliance on managed tracks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




